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Stephen C. George, editor in chief

Early in my career, I spent a lot of time as a “gear 

guy,” reviewing and writing about all manner of 

consumer products and equipment, with a particular 

focus on new technology. I made a decent living at it, 

especially in the run-up to the holidays, when many 

magazines liked to feature multipage gift guides for 

their readers. I enjoyed the gig, in part because I got 

to play with lots of new toys, but also because the 

work occasionally gave me a chance to talk to the 

people who invented this new stuff, or found a way to 

turn certain technologies into innovative — if not 

exactly must-have — consumer products. 

I remember one colorful interview, 20 or so years 

ago, with an enthusiastic engineer working on a new 

gadget. He claimed this handheld device — if you 

could call an object the approximate size and weight 

of a brick “handheld”— was going to do away with 

maps and compasses. “Someday this technology is 

going to be in our cars, on our phones. We could 

implant them in our pets, even our children. No one 

will ever get lost again!” he breathlessly assured me. 

My editors thought he was crazy, and cut all of his 

comments out of the story I submitted. 

The gadget, you probably guessed, was a handheld 

GPS receiver. And as we now know, except for that 

creepy prediction about implanting chips in kids, the 

man was right on every count. 

Keep that engineer in mind when you read our gift 

guide from the future (page 37) because I expect some 

of you will take one look at it and think that this time 

it’s the editors who have gone crazy. Sure, we had 

some fun constructing it in the form of one of those 

holiday guides I spent so much of my formative 

career working on, but every single item you’ll see, 

each crafted with great care and wit by Associate 

Editor Gemma Tarlach, was extrapolated from 

technology and research that exist right now, and 

that we cover regularly in the pages of The Crux and 

Hot Science.

What items from our speculative guide would you 

like to see 20 years from now? Share your favorites 

— or come up with your own — and email them to 

me at editorial@DiscoverMagazine.com.

What items 

from our 

speculative 

gift guide 

would you 

like to see 

20 years 

from now? 
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Thank you for your 

positive article about the 

marvel that is the opossum. 

They are wonderful and 

gentle creatures, the only 

American marsupial, 

immune to rabies and 

rattlesnake bites, and they 

deserve respect. I lived with 

one who was injured and 

could not be released back 

into the wild, and he was a 

perfect gentleman.

Nanci Falley

Lockhart, TX

Fueling the Future
In October, Breanna Draxler’s 
“Life as We Grow It” (page 46) 
recounted how synthetic biology 
might change our world. Among 
the experts interviewed was 
Jay Keasling, Synberc Synthetic 
Biology Engineering Research 
Center director and University of 
California, Berkeley professor.

Jay Keasling talks about 

“biologically synthesized 

hydrocarbons that burn 

and function just like 

those in fossil fuels,” 

saying, “Since the fuels 

wouldn’t rely on burning 

petroleum products, it 

would also decrease the 

U.S. carbon footprint by 

roughly 80 percent.” Since 

we would still be burning 

hydrocarbons, just ones 

from a different biological 

process, how does that 

reduce the carbon 

footprint?

Tom Moore

Dayton, OH

Keasling responds: 
Burning hydrocarbons produced 
biologically does not increase 
the carbon footprint because 
these fuels are made from 
plant material that grows 
on the carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere. So these biofuels 
have the potential to be 
carbon neutral.

JOIN THE 
CONvErsaTION
Send email to:
editorial@DiscoverMagazine.com.

Address letters to:
DISCOVER
21027 Crossroads Circle
P.O. Box 1612
Waukesha, WI 53187-1612

Connect with us on:
Facebook
facebook.com/DiscoverMag
Twitter
twitter.com/DiscoverMag
Google+
plus.google.com/+discovermagazine

Possums and the 

Periodic Table

Name That 
Element 
In august, physicists 
confirmed the existence 
of a new element in the 
periodic table, atomic 
number 115. It has been 
temporarily christened 
“ununpentium,” but we 
thought you could do better. 
Here were some suggestions: 

Euphorium: 
Like euphoria, it lasts just 
a brief time, needs a very 
special situation to happen, 
and is remembered long 
after it is gone. — Kris S.

Ekadekapente: 
115 in Greek. — Gail D.

Pentium: 
The two ÒunÕsÓ cancel each 
other out. — Antony N.

UFOonium: 
UFO expert Bob Lazar claims 
it powers the anti-gravity 
warp drives of UFOs.  
— Chris C.

The Element of Surprise:
In honor of Chuck Norris.  
— Dana F.

Pandemonium: After all 
the discussion itÕs created! 
— Ivan W.

Beautiful Bestiary
The September issue contained 
an excerpt of Lyanda Lynn 
Haupt’s book The Urban Bestiary
(page 52). The illustrations by 
Abby Diamond (above) were  
created just for Discover.

I am a longtime reader  

of Discover, and I also  

put it into braille for the 

Library of Congress.  

I like the new, cleaner  

look — too many supposed 

attention-grabbing boxes, 

colors, font changes, etc. 

were not necessary. I also 

really enjoyed the bestiary 

article — fascinating! I’d 

love to see more articles 

on animal behavior. (And 

the illustrations for the 

bestiary were delightful.)

Christina Brundage

Raleigh, NC

Inbox

➔

Don’t be shy about sharing your  
opinions, whether via letters, email or 
our social media communities. Here’s 
what you’ve been telling us lately.

Chime In
Join Discover’s Reader  
Panel today and tell 
us what you think 
about our magazine 
and website. Go to 
DiscoverMagazine.com/
readerpanel to let 
your voice be heard.
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Winter Coat

Shards of ice encase the St. 
Joseph, Mich., North Pier Outer 
Lighthouse on Lake Michigan 
after a late January storm this 
year. The intense buildup of 
freezing spray requires winds 
of at least 15 mph, below-
freezing air temperature and 
water temperature lower than 
40 degrees Fahrenheit, says 
Jordan Gerth, a University of 
Wisconsin-Madison meteorolo-
gist and expert on Great Lakes 
weather phenomena. “As 
waves break near the shore, 
water droplets are blown by 
the wind and freeze onto 
subfreezing structures,” Gerth 
says. To create this icy spec-
tacle, temperatures plunged in 
about eight hours from 43 to 17 
degrees and winds gusted more 
than 60 mph. The huge waves 
froze nearly on contact.
— ernie mastroianni; photo 

by Lisa DaViDson rUnDeLL
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CRUXthe

Cheetah's Hunting Prowess, Decoded
BY Josie Garthwaite  IllustratIons BY Jay smith

Humans have kept cheetahs in captivity for 5,000 years and recorded the cats sprinting 

faster than 60 mph. Yet we’re only now grasping the true athleticism of the world’s fastest 

sprinter in its natural habitat, thanks to the work of a former competitive runner who wanted 

to understand “the enigma of the cheetah.” Alan Wilson, a biomechanicist at London’s 

Royal Veterinary College, started out studying the locomotion of racehorses, greyhounds 

and jackrabbits at top speed. “We started running cheetahs in a zoo setting and 

didn’t really get them to go very fast,” he says. “Surely,” Wilson recalls thinking, 

“a wild cheetah goes even faster.” So his team started developing equipment 

to measure how cheetahs move in their natural habitat. The work brought 

them to the dry grassland of Botswana’s Okavango Delta region, where 

researchers camped out in tents. Leopards, elephants and lions were 

frequent visitors.

Out on the delta, Wilson’s team produced the first close 

tracking of cheetahs hunting in the wild — and revelations 

that a remarkable ability to brake sharply and pivot 

may be as important for hunting success as the cat’s 

rocket-like acceleration. Here’s how the feline 

speedster catches its zigzagging prey.

2 Burst of AccelerAtion

The cheetah fires its heavily muscled legs 
forward and back to 
accelerate by up to 
6.7 mph in a single 
stride. Rigid paws 
and blunt claws act 
like cleats. 

3 top speed

Lightning-quick muscle contractions make a gallop-
ing cheetah like an engine in low gear. Paws strike 
one at a time, and a flexible spine extends reach. 
But a wild cheetah needn’t go all-out for dinner. 
On average, the Botswana quintet topped out 
hunting runs at a moderate 33 mph and typically 
maintained top speed for only one to two seconds.

Cheetah: 
100 watts  
per kilogram

1 stAlking

Data collected from five cheetahs 
over 17 months show a typical 
hunting run starting from relative 
stillness. The Botswana cats hunt-
ed at all hours, contrary to earlier 
studies suggesting cheetahs hunt 
mainly at dawn and dusk. 

Olympic 
sprinter  
Usain Bolt: 

25 watts  
per kilogram

  



g = acceleration due to gravity

v 2r -1 = centripetal acceleration

a = resultant acceleration (effective gravity)
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4 CrouCh AND BrAke

Rapid slowdown enables 
quick, tight turns necessary to 
corner darting prey. A cheetah 
can decelerate by 8.95 mph in 
a single stride.

5 WeAviNg

A cheetah on the hunt may 
execute six or seven turns 
in a successful run spanning 
several hundred feet. The cat’s tail, 
up to 3 feet long, helps to initiate 
turns.

6 Prey  

CAPture

Midgallop, a 
cheetah hooks one 
of its two sharp, 
retractable claws 
into the prey’s 
rump to yank the 
animal off balance. 
It suffocates the 
animal by biting 
the neck. 

7 FeeDiNg

Roughly one-quarter of 367 
hunts recorded in Botswana 
ended in capture of prey — 
usually impala, although one 
male cheetah, named Qamar, 
frequently hunted warthog in 
thicker vegetation.  

A rudderlike tail and low posture made 

possible by spine fexibility help prevent 

pitching as the cat’s center of mass shifts 

rearward.

Tech Tools 

Alan Wilson’s Structure and Motion Laboratory devel-

oped a collar to track cheetahs’ hunting behavior and 

movement patterns in the wild at the level of indi-

vidual footfalls. The team 

recruited Wilson’s dog — a 

greyhound-whippet-terrier 

cross — to test the gear 

on an English beach, 

cross-checking data reports 

against paw prints in the 

sand, before deploying 

collars in the field. 

■  Gyroscopes, magnetometers,  

and accelerometers  

measure roll, pitch,  

and yaw, as well  

as posture, balance  

and acceleration.

■  GPS module  

delivers position  

and velocity data.

■  MicroSD flash memory card provides data storage.

■  Radio transmitter enables data downloading 

to ground vehicles or light aircraft.

■  Solar-powered rechargeable battery  

powers the device. A non-rechargeable  

battery provides backup.

■  Software monitors accelerometers, creates activity 

summaries and detects hunting events.

Radii 
required 

for a  
180-degree 

turn at 
different 

speeds

9 mph: Turn 
radius = 4 ft

*not to scale

36 mph: Turn radius = 65 ft

58 mph: Turn radius = 170 ft
Roll

Pitch

Yaw
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Ask Discover

Q If the sun were simply removed 

immediately, would we go flying 

off into space right away, or would we 

continue orbiting a missing sun? 

— Simon Patterson

Burnaby, British Columbia

AWere the sun and all its matter to 

(impossibly) go poof, we here on 

Earth wouldn’t have any inkling about 

its demise until some eight minutes 

and 20 seconds later. That’s because 

the sun’s gravitational infuence travels 

at the speed of light, according to 

Einstein’s general theory of relativity 

and all experimental evidence to date. 

Therefore, at the same time that we 

see the bright light in our sky go out, 

eight-plus minutes after the fact, Earth 

would begin straying from its ellipti-

cal orbital path, continuing along in 

a more or less straight line. Other, far 

weaker sources of gravitational attrac-

tion, such as the moon and the solar 

system’s planets, would then govern 

the Earth’s new trajectory through 

the cosmos. Not that we’d enjoy the 

journey for long without our sun’s life-

sustaining energy. — AdAm HAdHAzy

Visit DiscoverMagazine.com/Ask  
for previous answers. To submit  
a question, send an email to 
Ask@DiscoverMagazine.com

Seeking  
Solar  
Siblings
Astronomers have long sought 
out the sun’s “siblings,” stars 
born from the same cloud of gas 
and dust, because of the clues 
they’d provide regarding the 
sun's origins. For years, the pre-
vailing wisdom suggested that 
the sun was born in a sparsely 
populated “suburban” star-form-
ing region about 5 billion years 
ago, along with roughly 3,000 
other stars. (In contrast, densely 
populated “urban” regions can 
hold millions of stars.) The sun’s birth environment couldn’t have been too crowded, the 
logic went, because planetary systems, like ours, could never survive the gravitational 
jostling of neighboring stars in urban clusters. 

But what if that’s wrong? Mark Krumholz, an astronomer at the University of California 
at Santa Cruz, realized that questioning the untested common wisdom about the sun’s 
suburban upbringing might mean it’s easier to find a solar sibling than astronomers think. 
“If the sun was born in a modest cluster, as people have long assumed, our odds of finding 
a solar sibling are quite poor” because there would be so few of them, says Krumholz. 
“The odds are a lot better if there are 100,000 potential siblings out there.”

Would the sun and its fragile solar system survive an urban upbringing in close 
proximity with thousands more stars after all? To test the possibility, Krumholz and a 
former student, Jonathan Craig, conducted computer simulations that approximated 
how the newborn stars would move and interact, to see just how violent the gravita-
tional jostling would be in crowded, urban clusters. As it turns out, planetary systems are 
hardier than astronomers thought. As Krumholz and Craig reported in The Astrophysical 

Journal, the sun could have 50,000 or more sibling stars. The old assumptions suggested 
that fewer than 10 such siblings lurked within 500 light-years of Earth, but Krumholz 
showed there could be as many as 100. 

Now all that’s left for astronomers is to actually find and tally these estranged stars, 
something that could be just a few years away, Krumholz says. As often happens with 
long-lost relatives, what the team finds could reveal new details about our sun’s youth: 
where it formed and what that environment was like. — Bruce dorminey

Qu ick h i t

Despite the occasional solar outburst, 

like the one that hit Earth on Oct. 1, 

the sun is in the middle of one of its 

quietest “maximums” — the point in  

its 11-year cycle when it should be 

displaying maximum activity.

cRuXthe

Did the sun come from a crowded star-forming region, 
similar to the Large Magellanic Cloud's Tarantula Nebula?

  



Lines open Mon-Fri 8am-11pm, weekends 8am-8pm ET. WSJwine is operated independently of The Wall Street Journal’s news department. Offer available to first-
time WSJwine Discovery Club customers only and limited to one case per household. You must be at least 21 years old to order. All wine orders will be processed 
and fulfilled by a licensed retailer in the industry and applicable taxes are paid. Delivery is available to AZ, CA, CO, CT, FL, IA, ID, IL, IN, LA, MA, MI, MN, MO, NC, 
ND, NE, NH, NJ, NM, NV, NY, OH, OR, SC, TN, TX, VA, WA, WI, WV, WY and DC. Please go online for full terms and conditions. Void where prohibited by law.

Order now at wsjwine.com/festive
or call 1-877-975-9463 quote code 4929009

Rich Rewards.

15 Fine Festive Reds—Worth $239.99—Just $69.99
                                                                                                                  (plus $19.99 shipping & applicable tax)

Let us send you 15 truly impressive reds to see you through 

the holidays in style. And save $170 today, as your special 

introduction to the WSJwine Discovery Club. 

Your Bordeaux won a Gold medal at the region’s top show 

and is extra smooth at five years old. Your Argentine Malbec 

won Gold in London and is the red for steak. And wait until 

you taste your Pinot Noir: a velvety exclusive from California’s 

stellar 2012 vintage. Just three stars in an exceptional reds 

lineup (with equally delicious whites and mixed case options 

available for the same exceptional price).

How can we make such a generous offer?

Because we believe you’ll be impressed and come back for 

more. But that’s entirely up to you. If you like what you taste, 

we’ll tell you about a dozen exciting new finds every three 

months. You can change wines, skip cases, delay delivery or 

cancel anytime. Each future case is just $149.99 (saving you at 

least 20%) and comes with detailed tasting notes and serving 

advice, plus our money-back guarantee.

No risks, just rich rewards — give it a try today.

SAVE
$170
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Taking 3-D Polaroids
Move over, Instagram: The frst hand-

held, real-time 3-D camera is here. 

Hold the Lynx A up to your friend 

and walk around her. Before your 

eyes, it scans her appearance and her 

shape, then builds a rotatable image 

in three dimensions. Send that fle to 

a 3-D printer, and you can print out a 

wedding-cake statue. Ask your friend 

to dance, and the Lynx A instantly 

captures her motion, turning her into 

a peppy stick fgure. It can model com-

plex spaces, too, like an offce, car trunk 

or cathedral.

Inventor Chris Slaughter, a former 
University of Texas at Austin electrical 
engineering student who spearheaded 
the Lynx’s development, got interested 
in 3-D machine vision in 2011 after a 
Silicon Valley internship working with 
robots — which, he learned, have an 
important weakness.

Most robots are slow at navigating, 
explains Slaughter, because their sense 
of sight — their computer vision — is 
clunky, power-hungry and slow. He 
came back to UT determined to fgure 
out a better way to capture video that 

understands shape, spaces and mo-
tion. Working with his Ph.D. adviser, 
Sriram Vishwanath, Slaughter realized 
that most commercial image- and 
motion-capture software sacrifces 
processing speed for accuracy. Tis 
means that software takes hours, if not 
days, to process every detail in a scene.

But Slaughter and Vishwanath 
realized that today’s processors are 
powerful enough to crunch every data 
point a digital camera can bring in. 
Tat ability to accurately capture and 
process everything makes it possible 
to turn visual data into 3-D images 
quickly. So the two set about designing 
a prototype 3-D camera. In 2012, they 
founded a company, Lynx Labs (named 
for the graceful cat with acute vision), 
and spent another year developing a 
marketable version.

Te Lynx A camera has graphics 
power equivalent to about nine tablet 
computers. When the user holds it up 
to an object or space, it computes a 
3-D image within seconds. Architects 
can turn its scan of a room into a CAD 

fle, making tape measures unneces-
sary. Fabricators can scan objects, then 
export them to a 3-D printer which 
replicates a model, a capability that 
attracted backing from a prosthetics 
maker. And moviemakers can create 
special-efects characters based on ac-
tors’ body motions without the pricey 
motion-capture studio.

Te Lynx A uses a standard color 
camera lens combined with an 
infrared-light projector, which lays a 
pattern over whatever it is looking at. 
A receiver then observes the way the 
pattern warps. Te graphics processing 
unit makes billions of calculations per 
second to put together the visual and 
IR data. Together, they build a detailed, 
instantly updated representation of 
what the camera sees.

Te Lynx team has shipped out its 
frst batch of cameras to the company’s 
Kickstarter backers, and they’re work-
ing out new kinds of applications for 
the device: industry (scanning fac-
tory parts for quality control), military 
(studying the surface of the ground 
for evidence of buried explosives) 
and creative (custom dolls and model 
airplanes). In 2014, Slaughter estimates, 
3-D cameras will come to smart-
phones. Get ready for the prolifera-
tion of 3-D selfes. — Jenny BLAIR

... captures 
motion ...

The Lynx A 3-D camera quickly and accurately 
stores real-world environments ...

... and models 
shapes and faces.

The hand-
held Lynx 
A camera.

  



Millions of people collect the American
Eagle Silver Dollar. In fact it’s been the
country’s most popular Silver Dollar for
over two decades. But there’s one “secret”
that many people do not know. It’s actually
against the law for the U.S. government to
strike any more 2013 Silver Eagle coins after
Dec 31st. That means that sometime in the
next few months, the government will issue
the order to stop the minting of these mag-
nificent 2013 American Eagle Silver Dollars
—and the dies will be destroyed forever!

America’s Latest
U.S. Eagle Silver Dollar

Don’t wait until it’s too late. Today you have
the opportunity to secure these massive,
hefty one full Troy ounce U.S. Silver Dollars
in stunning Brilliant Uncirculated condition
while our supplies remain. These legal tender
United States Silver Dollars feature a nearly
100-year-old design of Lady Liberty striding
confidently forward while draped in a U.S.
flag, while the other side depicts a majestic
U.S. eagle, thirteen stars, and an American
shield. But the clock is ticking. Once pro-
duction is stopped, no new 2013 American
Silver Eagles will ever be struck again!

The Most Affordable
Precious Metal—

GOVERNMENT GUARANTEED
Silver is by far the most affordable of all
precious metals — and each full Troy ounce
American Eagle Silver Dollar is government-
guaranteed for its 99.9% purity, authenticity,
and legal tender status.

A Coin Flip You Can’t
Afford to Lose

Why are we releasing the most popular
silver dollar in America for a remarkably
affordable price? We’re doing it to introduce
you to what hundreds of thousands of smart
collectors and satisfied customers have
known since 1984 — GovMint.com is
the place to find the world’s finest coins.

Timing is Everything
Our advice? Keep this to yourself. Tear out
the page if you have to, because the more
people who know about this offer, the worse
it is for you. Demand for Silver Eagles in
recent years has shattered records. Experts
predict that 2013 Silver Eagles may break
them all over again. Supplies are limited and
there is a strict limit of 40 per household.

30-Day Money-Back Guarantee
You must be 100% satisfied with your 2013
Brilliant Uncirculated American Eagle Silver
Dollars or return them within 30 days of
receipt for a prompt refund (less all s/h).
Don’t miss out on this limited release. Call
immediately to secure these American Eagle
Silver Dollars before they’re gone forever. 

2013 American Eagle Silver Dollar BU
Your cost   1-4 Coins     - $27.95 each + s/h
                  5-9 Coins     - $27.75 each + s/h
                  10-19 Coins - $27.50 each + s/h
                  20-40 Coins - $27.25 each + s/h 

Offer Limited to 40 per Household

For fastest service, call toll-free 24 hours a day

1-888-201-7145
Offer Code TAE384-08

Please mention this code when you call.

Prices and availability subject to change without notice. Past performance is not a predictor of future performance. NOTE: GovMint.com® is a private distributor of worldwide government coin and

currency issues and privately issued licensed collectibles and is not affiliated with the United States government. Facts and figures deemed accurate as of September 2013. ©2013 GovMint.com

14101 Southcross Drive W., Dept. TAE384-08
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337

www.GovMint.com

Actual size

is 40.6 mm

The LAST 2013 American Silver Dollars?
Minting of 2013 American Silver Eagles Will Cease.
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Riding in Style 

A maternal broad-snouted 
caiman (Caiman latirostris) 
carries its baby safely 
within its mouth at a 
farm for these threat-
ened alligator relatives in 
Santa Fe, Argentina. “The 
mother would hear the 
baby caimans calling from 
the nest as they began to 
hatch, at which point we 
observed her digging out 
the nest and collecting her 
babies in ones and twos 
and carrying them very 
gently into the water shal-
lows,” photographer Mark 
MacEwen says. Environ-
mental factors like rainfall 
and temperature influence 
the ratios of male-to-
female caiman hatchlings, 
making the gender balance 
dependent on shifts in 
climate. — bILL ANDREWS, 
photo by MARk MAcEWEN 

(NAtuREpL.coM)

The Sound  
of Sliding
When a landslide tore through 
a remote Alaskan valley in 
July, no one was there to 
bear witness. But hours later, 
geoscientist Colin Stark of the 
Lamont-Doherty Earth Observa-
tory spotted the event in the 
pattern of seismic waves pass-
ing through the Earth’s crust. 
Within days, using data from 
earthquake sensors and satellite 
images, he and colleague Göran 
Ekström were able to estimate, 
from their lab in New York, 
the landslide’s size, and even 
determine its path.

The forces generated by 
landslides aren’t as well un-
derstood as those that occur 
during earthquakes, partly 
because landslides often strike 
unpopulated areas with no ob-
servers. As a result, landslides 
leave few clues to how they 
unfold, making it difficult to 
predict them or prevent dam-
age the next time. 

When humans do live nearby, 
the consequences can be dire. 
In 2000, a landslide on the 
Chinese-Indian border went 
unnoticed. The rubble created 
a dam that broke a few months 
later, killing about 130 people. 
With better tools for under-
standing how landslides evolve, 
where they flow and why some 
parts of slopes crumble as they 
do, “these people would not 

have died,” Stark says. 
Ekström and Stark’s collabo-

ration began when Ekström 
was investigating an apparent 
series of earthquakes in Taiwan. 
The seismic data generated by 
the quakes seemed odd, so he 
approached Stark, an expert 
on landslides in the region. 
To understand the unfolding 
event better, they created an 
algorithm combining data 

from satellite imagery and 
the international network of 
seismic stations. The algorithm 
showed the event was not an 
earthquake at all, but a series 
of landslides.

Soon, Ekström and Stark 
expanded their work to inves-
tigate landslides elsewhere. 
To trace the footsteps of a 
landslide, they begin by using 
seismic waves to calculate its 
force. Then they overlay satel-
lite images to see how far the 
rubble traveled. Using these 
parameters, they can calculate 
a landslide’s mass and accelera-
tion — information otherwise 
impossible to glean, even for 
those videotaping the event.

Recently the two used their 
method to unearth crucial clues 
about 29 known landslides and 
discover previously unknown 
events, including a series of 
seven landslides in India in 
2010. This kind of knowledge, 
they say, could eventually help 
researchers — and residents — 
steer clear of danger in advance 
of an event. — LucAS LAuRSEN 

A satellite view shows a landslide in Alaska, with yellow indicating its 
direction. The debris field (outlined) buried part of a glacier.

  



TV Ears is a trademark of TV Ears, Inc. © 2013 TV Ears, Inc. All Rights Reserved

The Voice Clarifying TV Ears Headset is specifically 
designed for clear, distinct, TV listening, without turning up 
the volume.  With TV Ears wireless technology, you set your 
own headset volume and tone, while other TV listeners hear 
the television at a volume level that’s comfortable for them. 
You can even listen through the headset only and put the 
TV on mute if the situation calls for a quiet environment…
maybe the baby is sleeping in the next room. Or perhaps 
you are the only one who is interested in listening to the 
ballgame.

The New and Improved 5.0 System, with our proprietary 
Voice Clarifying Circuitry®, makes words easier to discern 
so television dialog is understandable and background noise 
is reduced. With 125 Decibels of unparalleled volume, even 
the most demanding customer will hear television dialog 
clearly. Now with more power, angled foam ear-tips, a Snap-
Fit headset charging mechanism, improved tone adjustment, 
stronger bow arms, and improved styling, the TV Ears 5.0 
is our best system ever, and in turn, TV Ears has earned 
the trust of audiologists and doctors nationwide.

TV Ears is Easy to Use! The transmitter attaches 
to the audio ports on your television and sends a 
signal to the wireless headset.  The transmitter also 
charges the headset while it’s not in use.  There is 
no complicated technology to understand and no 
expensive batteries to replace…just sit down and 
enjoy the show!

TV Listening System Delivers Clearest Dialog. “My 
wife and I have used TV 
Ears almost daily for 
the past ten years and 
find them an invaluable 
help in our enjoyment of 
television—we would not 
be without them. As a retired 
otologist, I heartily recommend 
TV Ears to people with normal hearing as well as those 
with hearing loss.”
- Robert Forbes, M.D., California

“Now my husband can have the volume as loud as he 

needs and I can have the TV at my hearing level. “TV 

Ears” are so comfortable that Jack forgets he has 

them on! He can once again hear and understand 

the dialog.”

- Darlene & Jack B., CA

Hear television dialog clearly without 

disturbing others with loud TV volume!

Risk Free Trial.  TV Ears 5.0 Analog 

comes with a 30-day risk free trial. If 

you’re not completely satisfi ed, return it for 

a full refund of the purchase price.

New and Improved

TV Ears 5.0. ...........$129.95

 Special Ofer. ......Save $50

Now $79.95  + s&h 

 ▶ Over 2 Million Satisfed Users

▶ Works with TV volume muted

▶ Volume up to 125 decibels

▶ A+ Better Business Bureau rating

▶ Works with all brands and models of TVs

Headset Weighs Only 2 oz.

5 Year Limited Warranty

Rechargeable Battery

125dB

Volume

Adjustable 

Tone

Transmitter/Charger

Voice Clarifying TV Ears Headset

For fastest service, call toll-free between 

6am and 6pm PST Monday through Friday. 

1-800-379-7832

www.tvears.com

or visit

Please mention Promotion Code 35221

“TV Ears saved
  our marriage!”
          - Darlene and Jack B., CA
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Cave Painters Had a Leg Up 
on Modern Artists
Prehistorians have long appreciated 

Paleolithic cave paintings for their in-

tricacy, visual depth and vibrant color. 

Now there is further reason to admire 

our ancestors’ artistry. According to a 

recent study led by Gábor Horváth, a 

biological physicist at Eötvös Univer-

sity in Hungary, cave painters under-

stood — better than many artists of 

the modern age — the laws governing 

animal motion. With the invention of 

weapons and binoculars that allowed 

hunting from a greater distance, Hor-

váth suggests, “modern humans really 

lost the skill to observe.”

Fascinated by the anatomy of horses 

and other animals in motion since his 

teens, Horváth knew that most four-

legged mammals (except primates) 

walk using a specifc footfall sequence 

— left hind, left fore, right hind, right 

fore — for maximum stability. But 

studying paintings and sculptures 

in museums and even examining his 

own childhood toys, he noticed the 

depictions were often wrong. Unlike 

real animals, the rendered ones often 

appeared to move in a diagonal — left-

right-left-right — sequence, suggesting 

they were always on the run. 

Recently, Horváth decided to fnd 

out just how deep such errors went. He 

suspected the worst offenders might 

be artists working before the advent 

of stop-motion photography — and in 

particular before the pioneering work 

of English photographer Eadweard 

Muybridge. His stop-motion studies, 

published in 1887, of animals walking 

provided incontrovertible evidence of 

four-legged mammals’ gait. 

Horváth’s team collected nearly 

1,000 images of walking quadrupeds 

from books and museum websites, 

dividing them into two groups: works 

created before Muybridge’s 1887 stud-

ies and those created after 1887. 

They also selected images by artists 

who might have known quite well how 

a four-legged beast moves: prehistoric 

peoples with ample opportunity to 

observe the animals they hunted. 

The analyses showed that works cre-

ated before 1887 had incorrect walking 

gaits about 84 percent of the time. Later 

artists, perhaps inspired by Muybridge, 

got it wrong only 58 percent of the time. 

The most reliably accurate art-

ists were the cave painters. Of the 39 

prehistoric paintings of horses, bulls, 

elephants and other quadrupeds the 

researchers examined, fewer than half  

were erroneous. The only inspiration the 

cave painters needed, it appears, was an 

empty stomach. —  Will Hunt (additional 

reporting by lisa FedoroWicz)
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Eadweard Muybridge's groundbreaking 1887 
photo studies captured animals in motion.

prehistoric

A bull from the Lascaux 
caves in France fits into 
cell Bb of the matrix, 
and is therefore correct.

the WALKiNG MAtriX

To determine the accuracy 
of each image, research-
ers used an 8-by-8 matrix 
of the stride of a horse 
walking left to right. 
In a given cell, the 
forefeet attitudes 
belonging to the cell’s 
row are paired with the 
hind feet postures 
belonging to the cell’s 
column. The gray squares 
indicate the correct 
depictions. The study 
author often used mirror 
images of photos so each 
animal walks from left  
to right.

pre-MuybridGe

A horse drawn by 
Leonardo da Vinci fits into cell eH of the 
walking matrix, and is therefore incorrect.

post-MuybridGe

A Hungarian cavalry 
statue fits into cell Ba of 
the walking matrix, and 
is therefore correct.

  



Designed to meet the demand for lifelong 

learning, The Great Courses is a highly 

popular series of audio and video lectures led 

by top professors and experts. Each of our 

more than 450 courses is an intellectually 

engaging experience that will change how 

you think about the world. Since 1990, 

over 14 million courses have been sold.

Black Holes, Tides, 
and Curved Spacetime: 
Understanding Gravity
Taught by Professor Benjamin Schumacher
kenyon college

lecture titles

1.  The Strangest Force

2. Free Fall and Inertia

3. Revolution in the Heavens

4. Universal Gravitation

5. The Art of Experiment

6. Escape Velocity, Energy, and Rotation

7. Stars in Their Courses—Orbital Mechanics

8. What Are Tides? Earth and Beyond

9. Nudge—Perturbations of Orbits

10.  Resonance—Surprises in 

the Intricate Dance

11. The Million-Body Problem

12. The Billion-Year Battle

13. From Forces to Fields

14. The Falling Laboratory

15. Spacetime in Zero Gravity

16. Spacetime Tells Matter How to Move

17. Matter Tells Spacetime How to Curve

18. Light in Curved Spacetime

19.  Gravitomagnetism and 

Gravitational Waves

20.  Gravity’s Horizon—Anatomy 

of a Black Hole

21. Which Universe Is Ours?

22.  Cosmic Antigravity—Inflation 

and Dark Energy 

23. The Force of Creation

24. The Next Revolution

SAVE $185

Black Holes, Tides, and Curved Spacetime:
Understanding Gravity
Course no. 1231 | 24 lectures (30 minutes/lecture)
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ED TIME OFFER

70%
offO
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Gravity: The Most 
Dominant Force in the 
Universe? 
Gravity rules the universe. It governs the rising and falling of 
tides, and it holds celestial objects in their orbits. Without it, 
everything would dissolve into a gas of randomly interacting 
atoms. Yet gravity is one of the least understood forces in nature. 

Black Holes, Tides, and Curved Spacetime introduces you to 
key ideas in gravity research over the past 400 years. Your guide 
through these 24 awe-inspiring, illustrated lectures is Professor 
Benjamin Schumacher of Kenyon College—a prominent 
theoretical physicist and a protégé of John Archibald Wheeler, 
the gravity theorist who first coined the term “black hole.”
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Te Race to Peg a Virus
In 2009, two teenag-

ers in the Democratic 

Republic of Congo 

showed up at their 

village health clinic, 

vomiting and with 

blood in their noses 

and mouths — hemor-

rhagic symptoms of 

the notorious Ebola 

viruses. In three days 

they were dead.

Yet it took three 

years for researchers 

to unmask the likely 

culprit: a brand-new 

virus called Bas-Con-

go, which is not re-

lated to Ebola or any 

other virus known to 

cause severe hemor-

rhagic fever. 

It can take weeks 

or months to identify 

a novel virus, and 

much longer if  the 

sample must be sent 

to a specialized lab, 

as the Bas-Congo 

virus was. Such lags 

are too long, says vi-

rologist Charles Chiu, 

director of the Viral 

Diagnostics and Dis-

covery Center at the 

University of Califor-

nia in San Francisco. 

Deciphering a virus’s 

genetic code is the 

critical frst step in 

determining how fast it might spread, 

identifying possible treatments and 

even fnding vaccines. Viruses like the 

one that killed the Congolese teens 

can quickly go global, and traditional 

methods for identifying viruses, which 

only test for one pathogen at a time, 

could mean sacrifcing untold lives. 

But Chiu and his colleagues have 

found a way to speed 

up virus identifca-

tion — a method they 

hope will one day help 

health care workers in 

remote areas identify 

new viruses as soon as 

they appear, as long 

as they are able to ac-

cess the Web.

The team conduct-

ed a proof-of-concept 

test (see box at left) in 

which they eventually 

identifed the Congo-

lese virus.

Typically, it takes 

three months to piece 

together a complete 

viral genetic code. 

The new process can 

identify an unknown 

virus in less than two 

hours, and Chiu’s 

team can put together 

the entire genetic 

code of  a virus in a 

single day. 

Chiu’s colleagues 

are working to get 

more DNA sequenc-

ers — and expertise 

to use them — into 

the hands of  health 

care workers in po-

tential virus hotbeds. 

Meanwhile, Chiu and 

his team hope to put 

their virus-identifying 

system on the Web so 

health workers anywhere can access it.

Chiu’s vision: When patients show 

up at a clinic with an unknown patho-

gen, health care workers could take 

swabs and run DNA sequences onsite, 

then use smartphones or laptops to 

feed the results to an online network 

that would deliver results in minutes. 

— Cameron Walker

Proof-of-Concept Test

1 Starting with  
a sample of  

the Bas-Congo  
virus (right),  
Chiu and  
colleagues first  
grew the virus in  
culture, then extracted its  
genetic material and made  
millions of copies. 

2 Next, they put the samples 
into an instrument called a 

DNA sequencer — which auto- 
matically analyzes genetic 
material — to read short viral 
gene fragments millions or  
even billions of times. 

3 Finally, they ran the results 
through a software program 

that combed through many  
gene sequences simultaneously, 
comparing each one with the 
sequences of known viruses 
stored in online databases. 
This process allowed them  
to home in on the identity 
of the virus.

Virologist Charles Chiu

  



When the sun turns up the heat, you
need a necklace that will make a

splash. Ever since ancient times, sailors have
sworn by aquamarine for protection on
the open water. We guarantee it to
turn heads, by land or by sea.
And today you don’t have to
leave shore to reap the
benefits of this leg-

endary blue gem, because your ship has come
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Now Only $99 Save $80
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True Lies
Whether concocting a lie on the spot 

or trying to stick to a false alibi, the 

business of deception is hard work. 

Brain imaging studies show that lying 

takes greater mental effort than telling 

the truth, and children’s ability to fb 

increases hand in hand with their over-

all cognitive development.

“Honesty is our default mode,” says 

Xiaoqing Hu, a psychology doctoral 

candidate at Northwestern University. 

“When telling a lie, you have to inhibit 

the honest response and activate a 

dishonest response.” 

Hu speculated that people might lie 

more easily and convincingly if  they 

have time to rehearse — as is often 

the case in real-life situations, such as 

police interrogations. 

To fnd out, Hu and colleagues 

asked volunteers to respond “yes” or 

“no” to a series of  questions about 

their identity, such as their birth date 

or hometown. In some cases, they 

were instructed to respond truthfully, 

and in other cases they were told to 

lie. As expected, people were slower 

to respond when they were lying than 

when they were telling the truth. 

When the purpose of  the experiment 

was explained and volunteers were 

instructed to lie as well as they could, 

they responded faster. And when they 

were given time to learn and practice 

their fake identities, they were as quick 

to lie as to tell the truth.

Next, Hu plans to test brain activa-

tion patterns in people given time to 

practice their lies to see if  this measure 

can reliably discern truthful words from 

prepared hogwash. — AdAm HAdHAzy
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Finally, a cell phone  
that’s… a phone
Introducing the all-new Jitterbug® Plus.   

We’ve made it even better… without making it harder to use. 

All my friends have new cell phones. They carry them 

around with them all day, like mini computers, with 

little tiny keyboards and hundreds of programs which 

are supposed to make their life easier. Trouble is… 

my friends can’t use them. The keypads are too small,  

the displays are hard to see and the phones are so 

complicated that my friends end up borrowing my 

Jitterbug when they need to make a call. I don’t 

mind… I just got a new phone too… the new  

Jitterbug Plus. Now I have all the things I loved 

about my Jitterbug phone along with some great 

new features that make it even better!

GreatCall® created the Jitterbug with one thing in 

mind – to offer people a cell phone that’s easy to see 

and hear, simple to use and affordable. Now, they’ve 

made the cell phone experience even better with   
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comfortable design with a backlit keypad and 
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to charge it as often. The phone comes 
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The rate plans are simple too. Why 

pay for minutes you’ll never use? 

There are a variety of affordable 

plans. Plus, you don’t have to worry 

about finding yourself stuck with no 

minutes– that’s the problem with prepaid phones. Since   

there is no contract to sign, you are not locked in for 

years at a time and won’t be subject to early termination   

fees. The U.S.-based customer service   

is knowledgeable and helpful and 

the phone gets service virtually   

anywhere in the continental U.S. 

Above all, you’ll get one-touch   

access to a friendly, and helpful 

GreatCall operator. They can look 

up numbers, and even dial them 

for you! They are always there to 

help you when you need them. 

Call now and receive a FREE 

Car Charger – a $24.99 value. 

Try the Jitterbug Plus for   

yourself for 30 days and if   

you don’t love it, just return 

it for a refund1 of the product   

purchase price. Call now – 

helpful Jitterbug experts are 

ready to answer your questions. 

IMPORTANT CONSUMER INFORMATION: Jitterbug is owned by GreatCall, Inc. Your invoices will come from GreatCall. All rate plans and services require the purchase of a Jitterbug phone and a one-time set up fee of 
$35. Coverage and service is not available everywhere. Other charges and restrictions may apply. Screen images simulated. There are no additional fees to call Jitterbug’s 24-hour U.S. Based Customer Service. However, for 
calls to an Operator in which a service is completed, minutes will be deducted from your monthly balance equal to the length of the call and any call connected by the Operator, plus an additional 5 minutes. Monthly minutes 
carry over and are available for 60 days. If you exceed the minute balance on your account, you will be billed at 35¢ for each minute used over the balance. Monthly rate plans do not include government taxes or assessment   
surcharges. Prices and fees subject to change.  1We will refund the full price of the GreatCall phone and the activation fee (or set-up fee) if it is returned within 30 days of purchase in like-new condition. We will also refund 
your first monthly service charge if you have less than 30 minutes of usage. If you have more than 30 minutes of usage, a per minute charge of 35 cents will be deducted from your refund for each minute over 30 minutes. You   
will be charged a $10 restocking fee. The shipping charges are not refundable. Jitterbug and GreatCall are registered trademarks of GreatCall, Inc.  Samsung is a registered trademark of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.  ©2013 
Samsung Telecommunications America, LLC.  ©2013 GreatCall, Inc.  ©2013 by firstSTREET for Boomers and Beyond, Inc.
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→
In the 1999 sci-f flm classic The 

Matrix, the protagonist, Neo, 

is stunned to see people defying the 

laws of physics, running up walls and 

vanishing suddenly. These superhuman 

violations of the rules of the universe 

are possible because, unbeknownst to 

him, Neo’s consciousness is embedded 

in the Matrix, a virtual-reality simula-

tion created by sentient machines. The 

action really begins when Neo is given 

a fateful choice: Take the blue pill and 

return to his oblivious, virtual existence, 

or take the red pill to learn the truth 

about the Matrix and fnd out “how 

deep the rabbit hole goes.” 

Physicists can now offer us the same 

choice, the ability to test whether we live 

in our own virtual Matrix, by studying 

radiation from space. As fanciful as it 

sounds, some philosophers have long 

argued that we’re actually more likely 

to be artifcial intelligences trapped in 

a fake universe than we are organic 

minds in the “real” one. But if that 

were true, the very laws of physics that 

allow us to devise such reality-checking 

technology may have little to do with 

the fundamental rules that govern the 

meta-universe inhabited by our simula-

tors. To us, these programmers would 

be gods, able to twist reality on a whim. 

So should we say yes to the offer to take 

the red pill and learn the truth — or are 

the implications too disturbing? 

Worlds in our Grasp

The frst serious attempt to fnd the 

truth about our universe came in 2001, 

when an effort to calculate the resourc-

es needed for a universe-size simulation 

made the prospect seem impossible. 

Seth Lloyd, a quantum-mechanical 

engineer at MIT, estimated the number 

of “computer operations” our universe 

has performed since the Big Bang — 

basically, every event that has ever hap-

pened. To repeat them, and generate a 

perfect facsimile of reality down to the 

last atom, would take more energy than 

the universe has. “The computer would 

have to be bigger than the universe, 

and time would tick more slowly in the 

program than in reality,” says Lloyd. 

“So why even bother building it?” 

But others soon realized that making 

an imperfect copy of the universe that’s 

just good enough to fool its inhabit-

ants would take far less computational 

power. In such a makeshift cosmos, the 

fne details of the microscopic world 

and the farthest stars might only be 

flled in by the programmers on the rare 

occasions that people study them with 

scientifc equipment. As soon as no one 

was looking, they’d simply vanish. In 

theory, we’d never detect these disap-

pearing features, however, because each 

time the simulators noticed we were 

observing them again, they’d sketch 

them back in. 

That realization makes creating 

virtual universes eerily possible, even 

for us. Today’s supercomputers already 

crudely model the early universe, 

simulating how infant galaxies grew 

and changed. Given the rapid techno-

logical advances we’ve witnessed over 

past decades — your cell phone has 

more processing power than NASA’s 

computers had during the moon land-

ings — it’s not a huge leap to imagine 

that such simulations will eventually 

encompass intelligent life. 

“We may be able to ft humans into 

our simulation boxes within a century,” 

says Silas Beane, a nuclear physicist 

at the University of Washington in 

Seattle. Beane develops simulations that 

re-create how elementary protons and 

neutrons joined together to form ever 

larger atoms in our young universe.

Legislation and social mores could 

soon be all that keeps us from creat-

ing a universe of artifcial, but still 

feeling, humans — but our tech-savvy 

Do We  
Live in the  
Matrix?
Physicists have proposed tests to 

reveal whether we are part of a giant 

computer simulation. But would you 

want to know the answer? 
By Zeeya Merali

Big
Idea

It’s possible everything we know is nothing more than a complex simulation. Can we find out?  
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Zeeya Merali is a London-based writer and 

blogger for www.fqxi.org/community.

descendants may fnd the power to play 

God too tempting to resist. They could 

create a plethora of pet universes, vastly 

outnumbering the real cosmos. This 

thought led philosopher Nick Bostrom 

at the University of Oxford to conclude 

in 2003 that it makes more sense to bet 

that we’re delusional silicon-based arti-

fcial intelligences in one of these many 

forgeries, rather than carbon-based 

organisms in the genuine universe. 

Since there seemed no way to tell the 

difference between the two possibilities, 

however, bookmakers did not have to 

lose sleep working out the precise odds.

Learning the truth

That changed in 2007 when John D. 

Barrow, professor of mathematical 

sciences at Cambridge University, 

suggested that an imperfect simula-

tion of reality would contain detect-

able glitches. Just like your computer, 

the universe’s operating system would 

need updates to keep working. As the 

simulation degrades, Barrow suggested, 

we might see aspects of nature that are 

supposed to be static — such as the 

speed of light or the fne-structure con-

stant that describes the strength of the 

electromagnetic force — inexplicably 

drift from their “constant” values. 

Last year, Beane and colleagues 

suggested a more concrete test of the 

simulation hypothesis. Most physi-

cists assume that space is smooth and 

extends out infnitely. But physicists 

modeling the early universe cannot 

easily re-create a perfectly smooth 

background to house their atoms, stars 

and galaxies. Instead, they build up 

their simulated space from a lattice, or 

grid, just as television images are made 

up from multiple pixels. 

The team calculated that the motion 

of particles within their simulation, and 

thus their energy, is related to the dis-

tance between the points of the lattice: 

the smaller the grid size, the higher the 

energy particles can have. That means 

that if  our universe is a simulation, we’ll 

observe a maximum energy amount for 

the fastest particles. And as it happens, 

astronomers have noticed that cosmic 

rays, high-speed particles that originate 

in far-fung galaxies, always arrive at 

Earth with a specifc maximum energy 

of about 1020 electron volts.

The simulation’s lattice has another 

observable effect that astronomers 

could pick up. If space is continuous, 

then there is no underlying grid that 

guides the direction of cosmic rays — 

they should come in from every direc-

tion equally. If we live in a simulation 

based on a lattice, however, the team 

has calculated that we wouldn’t see this 

even distribution. If physicists do see an 

uneven distribution, it would be a tough 

result to explain if the cosmos were real.

Astronomers need much more 

cosmic ray data to answer this one way 

or another. For Beane, either outcome 

would be fne. “Learning we live in a 

simulation would make no more differ-

ence to my life than believing that the 

universe was seeded at the Big Bang,” 

he says. But that’s because Beane imag-

ines the simulators as driven purely to 

understand the cosmos, with no desire 

to interfere with their simulations. 

Unfortunately, our almighty simula-

tors may instead have programmed us 

into a universe-size reality show — and 

are capable of manipulating the rules 

of the game, purely for their entertain-

ment. In that case, maybe our best 

strategy is to lead lives that amuse our 

audience, in the hope that our simula-

tor-gods will resurrect us in the afterlife 

of next-generation simulations. 

The weird consequences would not 

end there. Our simulators may be simu-

lations themselves — just one rabbit 

hole within a linked series, each with 

different fundamental physical laws. 

“If we’re indeed a simulation, then that 

would be a logical possibility, that what 

we’re measuring aren’t really the laws 

of nature, they’re some sort of attempt 

at some sort of artifcial law that the 

simulators have come up with. That’s a 

depressing thought!” says Beane.

This cosmic ray test may help reveal 

whether we are just lines of code in 

an artifcial Matrix, where the estab-

lished rules of physics may be bent, or 

even broken. But if  learning that truth 

means accepting that you may never 

know for sure what’s real — including 

yourself — would you want to know? 

There is no turning back, Neo: Do you 

take the blue pill, or the red pill?  D

The Matrix Revealed
Tantalizingly, just weeks before The Matrix came out in 1999, astronomers analyz-
ing the light from distant galaxies published hints that the universe’s “constants” 
might not be so constant. Specifically, they found that the value of the fine-structure 
constant — which determines how the galaxies’ light should appear — is one thou-
sandth of a percent bigger today than it was 10 billion years ago. 

Glitches caused by our simulation being patched up could also be at the root of 
truly bizarre results that defy the normal rules of physics. One such possible effect 
appeared in 2011, when physicists working on the OPERA experiment in Europe 
made headlines as they claimed to have measured subatomic particles called neutri-
nos traveling faster than the speed of light, considered the universal speed limit. 

Unfortunately, neither case proved a slam-dunk for a virtual universe. Independent 
tests could not back up the fine-structure constant data, and the speedy neutrinos 
turned out to be due to a faulty experimental setup. But there is a more fantastical 
explanation: These inconstant-constants may have instead been simulation glitches, 
glimpsed just before our programmers fixed them. — ZM

If cosmic rays don’t have random origins, it 
could be a sign that the universe is a simulation.
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Up in the Air 
When an airplane passenger stops breathing, 

it’s time to improvise an ER on the fly. 
By dena Rifkin

→
I’ve never liked fying very much. 

I know a lot of physicians who 

feel the same way: By nature, we like to 

be in control, and fying involves giving 

up control. But I was returning home 

from a conference 3,000 miles away, 

and that would have been a long drive. 

So as the plane took off, I settled into 

my window seat and did what I usually 

do: I closed my eyes and tried to will 

myself to sleep. I had been on-call for 

the previous week and must have been 

exhausted; the next thing I knew my 

seatmate was jostling me.

“You said you were a doctor, right?” 

he asked urgently. “They’re asking for 

one up front.” In an instant, I was sud-

denly, jarringly, awake.

Medical training left me in a per-

petual state of high alert, so when I’m 

told someone needs a doctor now I 

don’t think of upset stomachs or anxi-

ety attacks — I think of cardiac arrest. 

Knowing there might be no time to 

lose, I squeezed past the two people in 

my row. A dozen rows ahead, a frantic 

young man was shaking his neighbor, 

whose bulky form was slumped over 

in the seat. “He won’t wake up!” the 

young man gasped.

I dived into the row and pressed my 

fngers into the man’s neck. My new 

patient’s face was chalky, his eyes open 

but unseeing, and he wasn’t breathing. 

At his carotid artery, I found no pulse.

“Get him into the aisle!”  

I started tugging at his arms 

but couldn’t budge him. 

A burly man from the row 

ahead leaned over his  

seat and somehow we 

wrestled the patient 

into the aisle, where 

he lay motionless. He 

still wasn’t breathing, 

and detecting no 

pulse, I linked my 

fngers and began 

pressing rhythmically 

on his chest.

There’s an apho-

rism taken from  

Samuel Shem’s novel 

about medical training, 

House of God: “At a 

cardiac arrest, the frst 

procedure is to take your own 

pulse.” It’s a reminder to take a deep 

breath, push away panic and proceed 

logically. I had followed the estab-

lished “ABC” algorithm for handling 

cardiac arrest — airway, breathing, 

circulation — but although my chest 

compressions were circulating what-

ever oxygen was left in my patient’s 

bloodstream, creating an artifcial 

pulse of  sorts, it clearly wasn’t enough. 

I needed more help.

Fortunately, other medically trained 

passengers stepped forward. One took 

over compressions, and another tilted 

the patient’s head back so we could 

start providing oxygen. Flight at-

tendants brought medical equipment 

stowed in the back of  the airplane. I 

paused for a moment and worked on 

coordinating our efforts.

Flying Blind

Even in the best circumstances, only 

one-third of patients suffering cardiac 

arrest in the hospital survive 

to the 24-hour mark. (And for 

those who have cardiac arrests 

outside a hospital, fewer than  

1 in 10 survive.)

At a hospital, I would have the help 

of at least fve other medical profes-

sionals and a fully supplied “crash 

cart” to treat a cardiac arrest. The 

airplane kit wasn’t as well equipped. I 

opened the defbrillator, a set of adhe-

sive pads connected to a cardiac moni-

tor, but found it was designed for non-

professionals — there was no screen 

showing the heart rhythm. Meant to be 

foolproof, the device provided only an 

on/off  switch and a single “shock” but-

ton. I placed the pads on the patient’s 

chest. “Analyzing rhythm now,” the 

computerized voice said. Then, after 

a few seconds: “No shock indicated. 

Continue compressions.”

Without a screen, I had no idea if  

that meant the patient’s heart had no 

electrical activity at all — asystole — or 

whether there was some other abnor-

mal heart rhythm. Only a minority of 

cardiac arrests are due to ventricular 

tachycardia or fbrillation, the heart 

rhythms that can be corrected by elec-

trical shock. If we couldn’t shock the 

patient, we had to keep doing CPR and 

Vital
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try to start an IV to give medica-

tions that could help restore his 

pulse. The kit held a tantalizing, 

yet frustrating, array of  op-

tions. Most of  the commonly 

used resuscitation drugs were 

there, but we found only one 

IV kit, which a passenger 

opened and began trying to in-

sert into a vein in our patient’s 

arm — no easy task on the now 

rapidly descending plane.

For an in-hospital arrest, once 

CPR is underway, someone needs to 

start thinking about treatable causes. 

For example, if  we know that the pa-

tient has high potassium, we can treat 

that specifcally instead of just follow-

ing a one-size-fts-all protocol. Usually, 

that “someone” is one of the many 

professionals responding to the code, 

not the person leading it or doing chest 

compressions.

Nevertheless, I quickly went through 

the leading culprits in my head. Se-

verely elevated acid levels, or severe im-

balances in blood chemistry? Hard to 

see how that would happen during our 

fight, and I couldn’t test for or treat it 

with what I had on hand. A massive 

blood clot? This can happen on a plane 

because of immobility (the “coach class 

syndrome”), but it’s pretty rare on a 

short fight. A pneumothorax, when 

air collects between the lung and chest 

wall, can happen at altitude and cause 

cardiac arrest, but this usually pushes 

the windpipe to one side; our patient’s 

airway was perfectly centered. Too 

little circulating blood volume? It could 

happen if someone were dehydrated or 

bleeding profusely — neither of which 

were obvious to me.

A medical chart might have pro-

vided clues, but of course none was 

on hand. But then I happened to see 

my patient’s wallet falling out of his 

pants pocket. Grabbing it, I almost 

immediately found what I was hoping 

for: a list of medications.

Another good medical aphorism 

is that 80 percent of diagnoses are 

made on history alone. This patient 

couldn’t speak, but his medication list 

spoke for him. Seeing several blood 

pressure medications and a blood thin-

ner on the list, I inferred he had heart 

disease and high blood pressure.

Locked in an Upright position

I thought about the narrow airplane 

seats, and about the position in which 

we found my patient: upright but 

unconscious. Perhaps his medications 

caused lower-than-normal blood pres-

sure, and he had passed out. Unable 

to fall over, he’d remained upright, 

unnoticed, without enough blood fow 

to the brain, a situation that can lead 

to cardiac arrest.

Long before smartphones, this po-

tentially lethal combination was known 

as “telephone booth syncope.” Falling 

over is the body’s way of protecting 

itself  from low blood pressure because 

it allows whatever remaining blood 

pressure is present to work with gravity 

in getting blood to the brain. Passing 

out and being held upright, as in an 

old-style telephone booth, or in an 

airplane seat, or when well-meaning 

bystanders hold someone upright after 

they’ve fainted, can spur the central 

nervous system to shut down — in par-

ticular breathing, which is controlled by 

the brain stem.

If this patient had suffered telephone 

booth syncope, we needed to get as 

much blood to his brain as possible. 

Chest compressions helped, and we 

were preparing to give him IV medica-

tions. Now we lifted up his legs, too, to 

help restore central circulation. As low-

tech as this intervention is, while we did 

it the patient started to move, weakly. 

I felt a pulse, weak but steady, at his 

wrist. And a few seconds later, I felt a 

bump: The plane had touched down. 

It had seemed like forever, but the 

pilot had found an airport and landed 

less than 30 minutes into our resuscita-

tion efforts. A few minutes after we 

touched down, paramedical personnel 

were on board. I gave them a 30-sec-

ond summary of  what happened, and 

the patient was loaded onto a stretcher 

and gone. The captain called me to the 

front of  the plane, and I told him what 

I thought had happened.

“Good work,” he said. “Now, what 

did you think of that emergency land-

ing, eh?” I told him the truth: For once, 

worrying about the landing was the 

last thing on my mind.

I don’t know what happened to 

my patient; I never even learned his 

name. I have wondered about him in 

the years since this incident, however. 

The survival rate for cardiac arrests 

on an airplane is 1 in 7. But long-term 

survival really depends on the cause of 

the event. And I’m optimistic that my 

diagnosis was right. Studies show that 

in-fight diagnoses are often borne out 

when patients reach the hospital. If  the 

problem was telephone booth syncope, 

chances are good that he survived.  D

Dena Rifkin is a physician at the University 

of California, San Diego. The cases described 

in Vital Signs are real, but certain details have 

been changed.
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→
Quick with a smile and even faster with a pun, native New Yorker Stephen Morse doesn’t seem 

like a man preoccupied with mass killers. 

As a boy he toyed with the idea of becoming an Egyptologist or herpetologist — “I spent a lot of 

time trying to catch snakes in the Pine Barrens of New Jersey” — but eventually he chose microbiol-

ogy. A lifelong lover of solving puzzles, Morse gravitated toward some of the most mysterious mi-

crobes: killer viruses that seemed to strike from out of nowhere, sometimes reaching pandemic levels.

“I like intellectual challenges — that’s probably my greatest weakness,” jokes Morse, sitting in his 

offce at Columbia University’s Mailman School of Public Health, where books, often two or three 

rows deep, are crammed foor to ceiling.

Morse is credited with creating the term emerging infectious diseases in the late 1980s to explain 

viruses that can exist for years in an animal host without causing illness. The virus “emerges” when 

human activity, such as habitat destruction, causes host-human contact. With the right conditions — 

including transmissibility — the virus infects and spreads through our species, sometimes globally.

More than 20 years after he began trying to solve one of epidemiology’s biggest challenges — un-

derstanding why pandemics happen and how we can stop them — Morse serves as the director of 

the U.S. Agency for International Development’s worldwide PREDICT project, which has been part 

of the organization’s Emerging Pandemic Threat (EPT) initiative since 2009. The program is multidi-

mensional, from cutting-edge mathematical virus modeling to feld educators teaching hunters how 

to reduce risk of infection from contaminated game.

On a humid New York summer day, in between felding calls from the State Department and other 

eminent virologists about expanding PREDICT’s efforts into new countries, Morse explained to 

Discover why preventing pandemic remains an elusive goal.

Stephen MorSe:

Trip Wire

by Gemma Tarlach

Photos by Yana Paskova

A leading epidemiologist says preventing  
a pandemic remains an elusive goal that  

will require more than lab work.
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Q Influenza is the biggest pandemic 

threat we face. Does the threat come 

from known strains evolving to be more 

virulent or from the emergence of a strain 

that’s never been seen before?

A When I suggested infuenza in 

1990 as a paradigm of an emerg-

ing infection, (Nobel laureate) Howard 

Temin, a mentor of mine, disagreed. 

He believed it was a question of evolu-

tion, as did most microbiologists. But 

I think it’s a prototype in many ways. 

It’s fooled us every single time. It’s very 

complex. It has multiple hosts and can 

evolve by mutation but also reassort-

ment (when two closely related strains 

infect the same host and exchange gene 

segments, producing new strains — a 

process distinct from mutation, when 

the RNA of a virus is miscoded during 

replication). We’re often unaware of 

what it’s doing in nature. 

Q What is the mechanism for the 

critical step between evolving in 

nature and spilling over into humans, 

causing infection? Take us through, 

for example, H5N1, avian influenza A, 

commonly known as bird flu, which  

has been a problem particularly in Asia 

for the past decade.

A With H5N1, in the late ’90s there 

was a small outbreak of 18 cases 

with six deaths in Hong Kong. That’s 

a high mortality rate, but no one paid 

much attention; it was not a big deal at 

the time. They cleared out the mar-

kets and the wild birds and the parks, 

and nothing more was heard. But the 

virus didn’t go away. It simply went 

underground, continuing to evolve in 

its natural host, wild waterfowl. Then 

it came back in 2003 and it was nasty, 

so evolved that a lot of people didn’t 

recognize it. It was far more virulent. 

It had been evolving during that period 

in its natural hosts.

It was certainly taking its toll on the 

poultry population. But we weren’t 

seeing a lot of human-to-human 

transmission, so we didn’t see much oc-

casion for H5N1 to go further and take 

wing, pardon the pun.

Q Why do China and other parts of East 

Asia seem to be such an epicenter 

of influenza? Pigs are considered an ideal 

influenza “mixing vessel” because they 

are susceptible to both mammalian- and 

avian-based strains of influenza. And 

wild waterfowl, particularly migratory 

species, often host multiple strains of avian 

influenza. Is the prevalence of outbreak in 

Asia due to the number of animals on the 

continent or something else?

A Lewis Thomas, in Lives of a Cell, 

has an essay on germs that says 

something to the effect that all of these 

events are an unfnished negotiation 

over boundaries between the host and 

the pathogen. That’s really what it is. 

The boundaries have been set over 

many years, many generations with the 

pathogen’s natural host. We haven’t 

reached that degree of armistice.

When you put several species togeth-

er, quail and ducks or chickens and 

ducks, there are opportunities for spe-

cies that never get together in nature 

to suddenly be in close proximity and 
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share their viruses. In its natural hosts, 

infuenza appears to be relatively static, 

but when it gets into a new host, many 

of those constraints are lifted. It’s a 

renegotiation. Why do these pandem-

ics come from China? Because China 

has integrated farming systems. They 

put two of infuenza’s favorite hosts, 

waterfowl and pigs, together. 

Q Is H7N9, identified earlier this year,  

a virus with real pandemic potential?

A I’m more concerned about H7N9 

than I was about H5N1. H7N9 

is very recently evolved. H7 has been 

around a while — people get conjunc-

tivitis with it but don’t even know they 

had infuenza. But N9 is new. It’s very 

rare in nature. N9 seems to have come 

from a wild bird, probably around 

Korea somewhere, although there’s 

evidence for rare N9s in other birds 

in Mongolia and Siberia, where these 

migratory wildfowl tend to congregate.

H7N9 has to get deep into the lungs, 

which is why it’s not that transmissible.

Q If it’s not very transmissible, why does 

it worry you? Granted, a virus could 

always become more transmissible either 

through appropriating a piece of genetic 

code from a more easily spread strain 

(reassortment) or through its own genetic 

code mutating. But that risk exists for any 

virus. Why is H7N9 such a threat? 

A In humans, the normal infuenza 

receptors we have in the upper 

respiratory tract are not like the avian 

receptors H7N9 needs. It has to go 

deeper down, into our lower respira-

tory tract, to fnd the receptors it 

needs. Because it has to go deeper, 

once it does infect, the prognosis is not 

good — the risk of mortality would be 

high. Unlike H5N1, H7N9 could be 

as bad as the 1918 infuenza pandemic 

if  it were to become as transmissible 

because it’s unfamiliar to humans 

— we’ve never seen it before — and 

because of how deep down our recep-

tors for it are. 

Q The track record for predicting a 

pandemic is, well, zero. Why?

A It’s true we’ve never predicted 

pandemic successfully. That’s been 

our biggest failure. We have a very bad 

handle on how it adapts to humans. 

We have very poor ability to predict 

transmissibility.

H5N1 can bind to human recep-

tors, for example, but H5N1 proved 

receptor specifcity is not enough to be 

Discover
Interview

Keeping track of influenza’s many names (and  

many strains) sometimes seems as tricky as predicting  

a pandemic. Here’s what you need to know.

ABC, easy as 
1-2-3: Influenza 
viruses belong 
to the Ortho-
myxoviridae 
family and are 
divided into A, B 
and C types based 
on their antigen 
(antibody-producing) 
protein type. Types B and C 
are found in humans and, oc-
casionally, seals and pigs, and 
are not divided into subtypes. 
Type A shows up in birds and 
mammals like us, and is the 
only type of influenza that has 
caused pandemics. It’s influ-
enza A subtypes that typically 
pose a health threat. 

What subtype surfaces:
Influenza A is further divided 

into subtypes based on how  
it binds to the cell of its host.  
A glycoprotein on the virus’s 
surface called hemagglutinin, 
which has 17 identified types 
(H1-H17), determines how the 
virus sticks to and enters the 
host cell. Another glycoprotein, 
neuraminidase, with 10 known 
types (N1-N10), affects how 
efficiently the virus spreads 
through an infected individual. 
It is the specific combination  

of glycoproteins that distin-
guishes one subtype from the 
next (H7N9 versus H5N1, for 
example). Not all potential  
host species are equally 
susceptible to all glycoproteins, 
so some subtypes infect one 
species, such as chickens, but 
not others.

For the birds: The term bird 
flu is imprecise. More than 100 
species of wild waterfowl have 
been identified as natural, 
usually asymptomatic hosts of 
a variety of avian influenza A 
(bird flu) subtypes. Influenza A 
subtypes H5N1 and H7N9,  

for example, are 
both called bird 

flu, though the 
viruses have 

different paths  
of infection,  
or receptors,  
and different 
degrees of 
transmissibility. 

When flu piggybacks: 
Swine flu applies to any type or 
subtype of influenza for which 
pigs are natural hosts. It is most 
often associated with the H1N1 
subtype, which was behind the 
1976 swine flu scare. In 2009, 
a new strain of H1N1 caused 
what the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention called 
“the first influenza pandemic in 
more than 40 years,” testament 
to a long-known influenza sub-
type evolving into a new threat.

No flu for you: Other patho-
gens with pandemic potential 
are sometimes mistakenly 
called “flu,” including SARS 
and MERS, two coronaviruses 
that emerged in 2003 and 2012, 
respectively. Both coronaviruses 
cause respiratory symptoms 
similar to influenza. — GT

Te Name Game: Figuring Out Flu

Influenza

virus

H

N
Neuraminidase 
determines how 
the virus spreads 
through the host.

Hemagglutinin 
determines how 
the virus sticks to 
the host cell. 
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highly transmissible. It’s a necessary  

but not suffcient condition. The  

question is what are the suffcient  

conditions to transmit person-to-

person. The answer is we still cannot 

predict that. We can get the complete 

genetic sequence of a virus, but nobody 

can tell you whether it’s going to be  

able to transmit. They can tell you,  

possibly, whether it has the capability 

of infecting humans, but that’s not  

the whole story.

Why do viruses cause severe disease 

in us? It’s very likely the hyperinfam-

matory response, the overabundance 

of what people call the cytokine storm, 

which causes many of the symptoms. 

They’re the same symptoms you see in 

septic shock and other types of severe 

infammatory reaction, an over-exuber-

ant response from our own protective 

mechanisms. We know some of the 

molecular features that cause these re-

actions, but we don’t know all of them.

Q Since its start in 2009, PREDICT has 

been working with its partners to 

map hot spots where pathogens are most 

likely to emerge in human populations 

and cause infections, with the potential 

to escalate to a pandemic. These kinds of 

maps have been attempted before, but 

how does this type of predictive mapping 

inform our understanding of, say, a 

particular strain of influenza?

A We need to add to our knowledge 

of disease ecology, of knowing 

what’s out there. Looking back, I don’t 

think if  we saw the precursor, the ances-

tor, of HIV, we would have recognized 

the threat it posed until it reached the 

human population. I don’t have any il-

lusions that fnding something in nature 

will predict the next pandemic. But we 

need to build our database. We don’t 

have any way to do a reasonable risk 

assessment.

Q You make an interesting point that, 

even if we’d had the surveillance in 

place, we might not have appreciated the 

threat HIV or its precursor posed. Why?

A You wouldn’t think HIV would 

have succeeded because it’s so inef-

fcient at transmission. But HIV took 

advantage of contaminated injection 

equipment, of sexual activity. Transmis-

sibility depends on our behavior. HIV 

might not have happened 100 years ago.

Q Another big part of PREDICT’s mission 

is, in fact, to address human behavior 

that might give a virus an advantage. Is 

public health education more important 

than the cutting-edge pathogen detection 

done in labs to prevent pandemic?

A The lab is very important. Cer-

tainly it’s an essential part of what 

we do as scientists. But if  we want to 

do anything about emerging infections, 

we have to do it as a public health and 

policy issue. There are a lot of ways to 

do it. They may not all be economically 

feasible. But a lot of it is appropriate 

behavior change, such as safe hunting: 

The original cases of infection of what 

is now HIV obviously got into some-

body’s bloodstream. You see people 

cutting the game up, having cuts on 

their hands. Eventually, something’s 

going to happen. 

Q Do you think we’ll ever be successful 

in predicting a pandemic?

A I’m an optimist in that I see 

movement. The fact that we can 

have a USAID program like Emerging 

Pandemic Threats, and that the Centers 

for Disease Control and Prevention is 

strengthening its global surveillance 

efforts and feld epidemiology training 

programs, these are very important, 

as are communications — when I was 

starting out in this feld, who would 

have believed you could reach almost 

anywhere in the world with a cell phone?

Having global surveillance is the 

frst step and a necessary step, but it’s 

not suffcient. What we would like to 

do is fnd the rules for these emerging 

infections, the rules for viral traffc. We 

already know something about those, 

how they get into human population. 

But now we need to know the proclivity 

of a virus or other pathogen to get into 

the human population.

The One Health Initiative (a global 

partnership between physicians, veteri-

narians and public health offcials) is 

also an important part of it. People are 

beginning to realize all of the species on 

this Earth have something in common. 

Everything has a common thread. You 

know, I like the idea of fnding com-

monalities, of order in what seems to 

be a chaotic system. A virus is not just 

an animal problem, and it’s not just a 

human problem. 

Q As someone who’s been at the 

forefront of unraveling emerging 

infectious diseases and the mechanisms of 

pandemics, what keeps you up at night?

expecting. Because none of these A Most of all, the one we’re not 

pandemics have been predicted. I worry 

about H7N9. I worry about the new 

coronavirus. But what I really worry 

about is the one that’s out there that 

we’re not aware of, and we’re not look-

ing for.  D

➔
Associate Editor Gemma Tarlach is the author 

of Plaguewalker, a novel about pandemic.

Read more about influenza’s especially nasty attributes that make it such a threat, and  

the pathogens that worry epidemiologists most at DiscoverMagazine.com/pandemic

Stephen Morse in his New York office.
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Dial-A-De-Extinction Kit

Choose an extinct animal, and the DADE app will send you the 

complete starter kit, including DNA and a tutorial on how to 

find and catch the living animal you’ll be using as a host breeder. 

Can’t decide which animal you want to bring back from beyond 

the brink? No problem! DADE includes a fun quiz that will help 

you determine the right animal for your lifestyle. (Example: 

“Homes with children should not de-extinct microraptors, which 

tend to be a bit bitey.”) Also available and recommended: the 

DADE Extended Warranty. In the event your de-extincted animal 

doesn’t work out and, say, wreaks havoc in your local ecosystem, 

wiping out long-established flora and fauna, having the extended 

warranty covers all costs associated with the capture and trans-

port of the animal to the Island of Misfit Toys, formerly known as 

Isla Nublar, off the coast of Costa Rica.

i
n the tech and gadget field, 2033 has been a year to remember. Who can 

forget Prince George celebrating his 20th birthday in July with a mesospheric circuit of 

Earth in SpaceX’s first consumer-targeted vehicle, the Muskie? Or in October, when 

NASA officially opened its second permanent lunar base with a live BrainSync between 

honorary Moon President Neil deGrasse Tyson and a select group of fans who won the 

chance to access portions of his long-term memory through a QuantumWeb sweepstakes?

While the Muskie and the BrainSync won’t hit the mass market until well into 2034, that 

doesn’t mean you have to content yourself with last year’s toys. Discover tested some of the 

newest, shiniest stuff out there to bring you our top picks for your 2033 holiday wish list.
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FlexiLegz 2.0

Smart textiles, first developed in the mid-‘10s, 

have been used to change fabric color in the 

past, and to recharge our mobile devices — 

without them, after all, we’d all be forced to 

take off our Smartsleeves and plug them in to 

recharge. This new generation of jeans, how-

ever, offers fabric-flexible enhancements, adding 

literally thousands of new style combinations 

to one pair of jeans. Thanks to polymers woven 

into the composite fibers to create the form-

fitting clothing, wearers can control texture as 

well as color, changing their look from black 

leather to a bright tartan to traditional denim 

and more with a single voice command. 

Cheat Sneaks

No one will forget how the 2024 Sum-

mer Olympics in Doha were marred 

by Sneakergate. Seven world records 

set at the Games were struck from the 

history books, and more than a dozen 

medals were stripped from athletes 

caught lacing on enhanced footwear. 

The athletes’ gains in speed and endur-

ance using piezoelectric transducers 

hidden in their shoes’ soles, drawing 

energy from one footfall and trans-

ferring it to the next — known as 

“foot-boosting” — faced such a public 

backlash that the burgeoning industry 

went underground. Almost 10 years 

later, however, enhanced footwear 

is entering the mainstream and even 

celebrating its outlaw status. Makers 

of Cheat Sneaks, the first commercially 

available foot-booster, hired a trio of 

disgraced Sneakergate ex-medalists as 

their bad-boy spokesmen. But our test 

drive proved it’s not all about the mar-

keting. Discover staff members who 

tried out the Cheats took an average of 

1.8 minutes off their mile run, and one 

ambitious editor managed a marathon 

in less than four hours despite not 

training for it. We’ll run with that.

the    2033  holiday gift guide
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Dino-Dish Grow ‘N’ Harvest Kit 

It’s been 20 years since Maastricht University 

researcher Mark Post gave us a first taste of 

lab-grown meat: a hamburger that, at the time, 

cost $325,000 to engineer. (That’s $3.2 million 

adjusted for 2033.) Sure, costs came down and 

we all learned to love beaker-born bacon and 

racks of lamb grown in stacks of petri dishes. 

The savings in water use, land degradation and 

feed grain production also have translated to 

better quality of life for many of the 8.5 billion 

humans now living on our planet. Traditional 

hoof-grown meat is now limited to high-end 

meateries. But home production of shmeat — 

sheeted meat product — has been limited. Until 

now. Dino-Dish, from the makers of this year’s 

highly anticipated Dial-A-De-Extinction, allows 

home cooks to print stem cells of select extinct 

animals, choose which cut they want and then 

grow their own Stegosaurus steaks and T-Rex 

T-bones. The kit includes a pocket 3-D printer, 

stem cell starter and tabletop lidded meatbox 

to ensure the shmeat grows in a temperature- 

and humidity-controlled environment. Kits 

are available for five dinosaurs, though the 

company plans to expand options next year to 

include woolly mammoth and pterosaur, which 

is rumored to taste like shicken.   
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Perfect Imperfection Home Garden

In the decade since genetically modified crops for human 

consumption became the norm, flawlessly smooth, plump red 

tomatoes and blemish-free bananas fill the aisles of the super-

markets where we send our butler robots to shop. But those 

traditional farmers protesting the contamination of their heirloom 

crops back in the early ‘20s with windblown GMO seed may have 

had a point. There is something appealing about the occasional 

lopsided apple or squiggle-shaped summer squash. Now you can 

enjoy all the enhanced vitamin content, increased pest resistance 

and decreased water needs of a genetically modified vegetable 

and still serve salads that have a homey, rustic touch. The Perfect 

Imperfection kit comes with a dozen varieties of seeds that have 

all the advances of genetic modification but the appearance of 

their heirloom ancestors. The seeds are engineered for maximum 

yield in the standard balcony garden plot of 3 square feet. Your 

foodie friends will marvel over the misshapen slices of tomato in 

your caprese salad — so retro, yet still with 40 times the lycopene, 

and 20 percent of the water requirements of last century’s crops!

Neighbor-B-Gone  
Virtual Environment

It’s hard to imagine what life was like 

before 97 percent of us lived in urban 

environments — or is it? Developers of 

Neighbor-B-Gone based their research 

on early Internet images and the oral 

histories of seniors born and raised in 

the 20th century to create a customiz-

able home environment system. NBG 

includes surround sound speakers; vi-

sual, aural and olfactory projectors; and 

temperature and humidity controls. 

It will transport you out of your small 

skyscraper apartment and “back to the 

land.” Change your environment to suit 

your mood: Start with a white-noise 

base to cancel out neighbors shouting 

into Smartsleeves or stomping around 

in virtual gaming rigs. Then, choose 

your environment from now-extinct 

20th century sights, sounds and smells, 

including a Malaysian rainforest, an 

undeveloped Caribbean beach, even a 

small-scale Midwestern family farm.

’Roid Rustlers Summer Camp

Just as the dude ranches of the 20th century gave city slickers a 

taste of the cowboy life, ‘Roid Rustlers’ new two-week immersion 

sends civilians into the world of our Near Earth Object Neutraliza-

tion heroes. Although participants don’t actually join a NEON 

team, they stay in guest housing at NASA’s NEON training center 

in Pasadena, Calif., and experience the same simulators that 

cadets use to assess the threat of an incoming asteroid or comet, 

determine whether it needs to be nudged into a different orbit or 

destroyed, and carry out their mission. Given the celebrity status 

of the NEON crew that saved us all from 2026 JL18 a few years 

ago, we expect spaces to sell out quickly.

the    2033  holiday gift guide

  



Smartsleeve 4.0: Smartskin

Hipsters may love showing off those 

unwieldy, retro cell phones they found 

in grandma’s attic, but most of us have 

embraced the ultra-thin, ultra-flexible 

Smartsleeve. Integrated into our business 

suit or workout shirt, Smartsleeves keep 

us connected to friends, family, music, 

movies and our favorite pizza delivery 

place. But who wants to wear a ‘Sleeve 

to the beach? No one — unless they’ve 

got Smartskin. The translucent electronic 

polymer patch adheres directly to your 

hand or forearm. Fourth-generation tissue 

conduction technology (TCT) lets you 

listen to tunes or take and make calls, us-

ing voice recognition commands to switch 

between tasks, all without headphones. 

Earlier TCT products required the device 

to be in contact with your head so sound 

waves could travel through the skull and 

soft tissue to your eardrum, but Smart-

skin’s TCT is so sensitive you can still hear 

your workout mix wearing the patch on 

your thigh or 

calf. A built-in 

holograph lets 

you game or 

watch movies 

even in bright, 

outdoor settings.

Oogle Glass App

Google Glass and its newer competitor, iGlass, have 

become firmly established in our daily routines. Can you 

even imagine being without instant eyeball access to the 

latest Brainbook status updates from friends thinking 

about what they ate for lunch? But maybe you also feel 

like you’re missing out a bit, only you’re not quite sure 

what the hollow feeling inside means. That’s why you 

need the Oogle Glass app. It opens a window within your 

Google Glass or iGlass window, streaming video of all 

the things you’re missing out on while you obsessively 

check sports scores or watch amateur videos of cats riding 

Roombas. Thanks to Oogle Glass, you’ll be able to say 

that, technically, you didn’t miss your friend’s wedding or 

that amazing sunset last night; you just chose to ignore it.

➔
What will be on your holiday wish list in 2033? Share your 

futuristic ideas at DiscoverMagazine.com/gifts

  



Arctic Adventure Paddleboard & Survival Suit

Next summer is expected to be the third in a row with completely 

ice-free waters above the Arctic Circle, and tourism in the once-remote 

region is thriving. Be the first of your friends to take to Baffin 

Bay or Beaufort Sea for a paddling holiday. Polar bears 

are no longer a threat, of course, but swells and the 

wake of all those commercial vessels can still swamp 

your craft and ruin your day — that’s why the Arctic 

Adventure model comes with an adjustable smart 

textile survival suit. The suit, which can be worn with 

or without hood and visor, maintains a comfortable 

internal ambient temperature of 70 degrees whether 

you’re paddling your heart out or taking a swim 

(intended or not!). The sleek, form-fitting suit with 

attached gloves allows for full range of motion and 

includes four solar cell patches, on shoulders, back 

and chest, so that you can charge your Google Glass, 

iGlass, Smartsleeve and other mobile devices regardless 

of the position of the Arctic’s 24-hour summer sun.
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Associate Editor Gemma Tarlach is opposed 

to the concept of de-extinction — unless it 

means she gets to have a pet thylacine.

Our gift guide wasn’t just  

a futuristic flight of fancy. Our imagined 

gadgets are based on the logical evolu-

tion of technology that’s on the market 

now or coming soon, as well as conver-

sations with developers and industry 

observers. We’ll admit to adding a touch 

of skepticism, too. As Cornell professor 

Geri Gay — who studies interactivity’s 

social and technological implications 

— put it: “There is always this dilemma 

between can we do it and should we do 

it, and if we shouldn’t do it, can we stop 

it from happening anyway?”  D

the    2033  holiday gift guide
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Proposition: Everything in the 
universe — stars, chess games and you — 

is part of a vast mathematical structure.

by Max TegMark
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Subject: Not an easy e-mail to write ... 

Dear Max, 

Your crackpot papers are not helping you. First, by 

submitting them to good journals and being unlucky 

so that they get published, you remove the “funny” 

side of them. ... I am the editor of the leading journal 

... and your paper would have never passed. This 

might not be that important except that colleagues 

perceive this side of your personality as a bad omen 

on future development. ... You must realize that, if 

you do not fully separate these activities from your 

serious research, perhaps eliminating them altogeth-

er, and relegate them to the pub or similar places you 

may find your future in jeopardy. 

It’s a Friday morning in Princeton when I fnd this gem in my 

inbox from a senior professor I know: 

I’ve had cold water poured on me before, but this was 

one of  those great moments when I realized I’d set a 

new personal record, the new high score to try to top. 

When I forwarded this email to my dad, who’s greatly 

inspired my scientifc pursuits, he referenced Dante: Segui 

il tuo corso et lascia dir le genti! “Follow your own path, 

and let people talk!” 

I’d fallen in love with physics precisely because I was 

fascinated with the biggest questions, yet it seemed clear 

that if  I just followed my heart, then my next job would be 

at McDonald’s. I developed a secret strategy that I called my 

Dr. Jekyll/Mr. Hyde Strategy, and it exploited a sociological 

loophole: What you do after work is your own business and 

won’t be held against you as long as it doesn’t distract from 

your day job. So whenever authority fgures asked what I 

worked on, I transformed into the respectable Dr. Jekyll and 

told them I worked on mainstream topics in cosmology. But 

secretly, when nobody was watching, I’d transform into the 

evil Mr. Hyde and do what I really wanted to do. 

This devious strategy worked beyond my wildest expecta-

tions, and I’m extremely grateful that I get to work without 

having to stop thinking about my greatest interests. But now, 

as a physics professor at MIT, I feel that I have a debt to 

pay to the science community. I have a moral obligation to 

more junior scientists to bring Mr. Hyde out of the academic 

closet and do my part to push the boundary a little. 

So what paper of mine triggered that “stop or you’ll 

ruin your career” email above? It was about the core idea 

that I’m about to discuss: that our physical world is a 

giant mathematical object.

Math, Math EvErywhErE! 

What’s the answer to the ultimate question of life, the 

universe and everything? In Douglas Adams’ science fction 

spoof The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, the answer was 

42; the hardest part turned out to be fnding the real ques-

tion. I fnd it very appropriate that Adams joked about 42 

because mathematics has played a striking role in our grow-

MaTH 

From the book OUR MATHEMATICAL UNIVERSE: My Quest for the 

Ultimate Nature of Reality by Max Tegmark. Copyright © 2013 

by Max Tegmark. Published by arrangement with Alfred A. Knopf, 

an imprint of The Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group, a division 

of Random House Inc. mathematicaluniverse.org

Made Flesh
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Our universe is not 
only well-described 
by mathematics; 
it may in fact be
mathematics.
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I suddenly had an idea: 
Our reality isn’t just 
described by mathematics 
— it is mathematics, 
in a very specific sense.

ing understanding of the universe. The idea that everything 

is, in some sense, mathematical goes back at least to the 

Pythagoreans of ancient Greece and has spawned centuries 

of discussion among physicists and philosophers. In the 

17th century, Galileo famously stated that our universe is a 

“grand book” written in the language of mathematics. More 

recently, the Nobel laureate Eugene Wigner argued in the 

1960s that “the unreasonable effectiveness of mathematics in 

the natural sciences” demanded an explanation. 

Soon, we’ll explore a really extreme explanation. However, 

frst we need to clear up exactly what we’re trying to explain. 

Please stop reading for a few moments and look around you. 

Where’s all this math that we’re going on about? Isn’t math 

all about numbers? You can probably spot a few numbers 

here and there — for example the page numbers of this 

magazine — but these are just symbols invented and printed 

by people, so they can hardly be said to refect our universe 

being mathematical in any deep way. 

When you look around you, do you see any geometric 

patterns or shapes? Here again, human-made designs like 

the rectangular shape of this magazine don’t count. But try 

throwing a pebble, and watch the beautiful shape that nature 

makes for its trajectory! The trajectories of anything you 

throw have the same shape, called an upside-down parabola. 

When we observe how things move around in orbits in space, 

we discover another recurring shape: the ellipse. Moreover, 

these two shapes are related: The tip of a very elongated el-

lipse is shaped almost exactly like a parabola. So, in fact, all 

of these trajectories are simply parts of ellipses. 

We humans have gradually discovered many additional 

recurring shapes and patterns in nature, involving not only 

motion and gravity, but also electricity, magnetism, light, 

heat, chemistry, radioactivity and subatomic particles. These 

patterns are summarized by what we call our laws of physics. 

Just like the shape of an ellipse, all these laws can be de-

scribed using mathematical equations. 

Equations aren’t the only hints of mathematics that are 

built into nature: There are also numbers. As opposed to 

human creations like the page numbers in this magazine, 

I’m now talking about numbers that are basic properties of 

our physical reality. For example, how many pencils can you 

arrange so that they’re all perpendicular (at 90 degrees) to 

each other? The answer is 3, by placing them along the three 

edges emanating from a corner of your room. Where did 

that number 3 come sailing in from? We call this number the 

dimensionality of our space, but why are there three dimen-

sions rather than four or two or 42? 

There’s something very mathematical about our universe, 

and the more carefully we look, the more math we seem to 

fnd. So what do we make of all these hints of mathematics in 

our physical world? Most of my physics colleagues take it to 

mean that nature is for some reason described by mathematics, 

at least approximately, and leave it at that. But I’m convinced 

that there’s more to it, and let’s see if it makes more sense to 

you than to that professor who said it would ruin my career. 

The MaTheMaTical Universe hypoThesis

I was quite fascinated by all these mathematical clues back in 

grad school. One Berkeley evening in 1990, while my friend 

Bill Poirier and I were sitting around speculating about the 

ultimate nature of reality, I suddenly had an idea: Our reality 

isn’t just described by mathematics — it is mathematics, in a 

very specifc sense. 

My starting assumption, the external reality hypothesis, 

states that there exists an external physical reality completely 

independent of us. When we derive the consequences of a 

theory, we introduce new concepts and words for them, such 

as “protons,” “cells” and “stars,” because they’re convenient. 

It’s important to remember, however, that it’s we humans 

who create these concepts; in principle, everything could be 

calculated without this baggage. 

But if  we assume that reality exists independently of 

humans, then for a description to be complete, it must also 

be well-defned according to nonhuman entities — aliens or 

supercomputers, say — that lack any understanding of hu-

man concepts. That brings us to the Mathematical Universe 

Hypothesis, which states that our external physical reality is 

a mathematical structure. 

For example, suppose a tennis ball’s trajectory is that of 

a beautiful lob that wins you the match, and that you later 

want to describe what it looked like to a friend. Since the ball 

is made of elementary particles (quarks and electrons), you 

could in principle describe its motion without making any 

reference to tennis balls: 

• Particle 1 moves in a parabola.

• Particle 2 moves in a parabola.

• Particle 138,314,159,265,358,979,323,846,264 moves 

in a parabola. 

  



That would be slightly inconvenient, 

however, because it would take you 

longer than the age of our universe to 

say it. It would also be redundant, since 

all the particles are stuck together and 

move as a single unit. That’s why we 

humans have invented the word ball 

to refer to the entire unit, enabling us 

to save time by simply describing the 

motion of the whole unit. The ball 

was designed by humans, but it’s quite 

analogous for composite objects that 

aren’t man-made, such as molecules, 

rocks and stars: Inventing words for 

them is convenient both for saving time, 

and for providing concepts in terms to 

understand the world more intuitively. 

Although useful, such words are all 

optional baggage. 

All of this begs the question: Is it 

actually possible to fnd such a de-

scription of the external reality that 

involves no baggage? 

MatheMatical StructureS 

To answer this question, we need to 

take a closer look at mathematics. To a 

modern logician, a mathematical struc-

ture is precisely this: a set of  abstract 

entities with relations between them. 

This is in stark contrast to the way 

most of  us frst perceive mathematics 

— either as a sadistic form of punish-

ment or as a bag of  tricks for manipu-

lating numbers. 

Modern mathematics is the formal 

study of structures that can be defned 

in a purely abstract way, without any 

human baggage. Think of mathematical 

symbols as mere labels without intrinsic 

meaning. It doesn’t matter whether you 

write “two plus two equals four,” “2 + 

2 = 4” or “dos mas dos igual a cuatro.” 

The notation used to denote the entities 

and the relations is irrelevant; the only 

properties of integers are those embod-

ied by the relations between them. 

In summary, there are two key 

points to take away: The External 

Reality Hypothesis implies that a 

“theory of everything” (a complete description of our 

external physical reality) has no baggage, and something 

that has a complete baggage-free description is precisely a 

mathematical structure.

The bottom line is that if  you believe in an external reality 

independent of humans, then you must also believe that our 

physical reality is a mathematical structure. Everything in 

our world is purely mathematical — including you. 

life Without Baggage

Above I described how we humans add 

baggage to our descriptions. Now let’s 

look at the opposite: how mathemati-

cal abstraction can remove baggage 

and strip things down to their bare 

essence. Consider the sequence of  chess 

moves that has become known as the 

Immortal Game, where white spectacu-

larly sacrifces both rooks, a bishop 

and the queen to checkmate with the 

three remaining minor pieces. When 

chess afcionados call the Immortal 

Game beautiful, they’re not referring 

to the attractiveness of  the players, 

but to a more abstract entity, which 

we might call the abstract game, or the 

sequence of  moves. 

Chess involves abstract entities (dif-

ferent chess pieces, different squares 

on the board) and relations among 

them. For example, one relation that 

a piece may have to a square is that 

the former is standing on the latter. 

Another relation that a piece may have 

to a square is that it’s allowed to move 

there. Similarly, a description of a chess 

position given purely verbally in English 

is equivalent to a description given 

purely verbally in Spanish. 

What is it that’s left when you strip 

away all these equivalent descriptions, all 

this baggage? The Immortal Game itself, 

100 percent pure, with no additives. 

There is only one unique mathematical 

structure that’s described by all these 

equivalent descriptions. 

The Mathematical Universe Hypoth-

esis implies that we live in a relational 

reality, in the sense that the properties of 

the world around us stem not from prop-

erties of its ultimate building blocks, but 

from the relations among these building 

blocks. This crazy-sounding belief  of 

mine that our physical world not only 

is described by mathematics, but that 

it is mathematics, makes us self-aware 

parts of a giant mathematical object. 

Ultimately, this demotes familiar no-

tions such as randomness, complexity 

and even change to the status of illusions; it also implies 

a new and ultimate collection of parallel universes so vast 

and exotic that all the above-mentioned bizarreness pales 

in comparison, forcing us to relinquish many of our most 

deeply ingrained notions of reality. 

If  my life as a physicist has taught me anything at all, it’s 

that Plato was right: Modern physics has made abundantly 

clear that the ultimate nature of reality isn’t what it seems.  D
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1. e4 e5 2. f4 exf4 3. Bc4 
Qh4+ 4. Kf1 B5 5. Bxb5 
Nf6 6. Nf3 Qh6 7. d3 Nh5 
8. Nh4 Qg5 9. Nf5 c6 10. 
g4 Nf6 11. Rg1 cxb5 12. h4 
Qg6 13. h5 Qg5 14. Qf3 
Ng8 15. Bxf4 Qf6 16. Nc3 
Bc5 17.Nd5 Qxb2 18. Bd6 
Bxg1 19. e5 Qxa1+ 20. Ke2 
Na6 21. Nxg7+ Kd8 

Chess by Any Other Name 
A game of chess can be rep-
resented a number of ways 
(from top): a physical board, a 
drawn illustration, a computer 
simulation, and algebraic 
notation. Each is a form of 
baggage representing the 
mathematically pure game.
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The Confounding Debate Over 
Lyme Disease in the South

GOTHIC
by Wendy Orent 

  



The aggressive 
female lone star tick, 
Amblyomma 
americanum, 
with its signature 
dorsal spot, left, 
may transmit Lyme 
or Lyme-like disease 
in the Southern U.S.  
Entomologist Kerry 
Clark, above, looks 
for the ticks in the 
woods near the Jack-
sonville, Fla., campus 
where he works. 

Kerry Clark 
never wanted to 
show that Lyme 
disease exists 
in the Southern 
United States  
by catching it 
himself. 

Clark is a medical entomologist at the 

University of North Florida in Jackson-

ville. A wiry man with graying brown hair, 

he is most at home in a kayak on the ponds 

behind the wooded Jacksonville campus. 

He jogs and lifts weights, when he is well 

enough to do so. 

Clark has spent years all over the South 

crawling through underbrush and kicking 

up leaf litter to collect ticks that transmit 

infections. Despite innumerable tick bites, 

Clark never had a medical problem until 

the day he dragged for ticks in the town of 

Fayetteville, a suburb south of Atlanta. 

Clark was giving a talk on Lyme disease 

at a gathering of the Dougherty County 

Medical Society in Albany, Ga., where he 

met Fayetteville resident Liz Schmitz, presi-

dent of the Georgia Lyme Disease Associa-

tion. When he heard how many people from 

Schmitz’s town had been sickened after tick 

bites, he agreed to come up and investigate. 

As Clark dragged for ticks with a white fan-

nel cloth on a pole, hungry, aggressive lone 

star females with their distinctive white spots 

seemed to burst out. In less than an hour, 

he had collected hundreds of adults and 

younger nymphs. He remembers one practi-

cally leaping from the cloth onto his fnger. 

And that, Clark guesses, is when a lone star 

tick nestled in his hair. When Clark found it 

several days later, it had already deposited 

its bacterial load into his body.
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Since that day almost three years ago, Clark has been 

suffering from what he describes as intermittent pounding 

headaches, fatigue, odd twitches and “fuzziness.” He reports 

that weeks-long courses of antibiotics make him feel better, 

but when he goes off  the drugs, the symptoms return. 

Clark is not alone. Other people from suburban 

communities around Georgia — and many other areas 

of the Southeast — report getting sick from what seems 

like tick-borne illness, too. A man in his 50s from Fayette 

County who prefers not to use his name developed severe 

neurological symptoms after a tick bite. Initially his right 

foot dragged, and he couldn’t use his right arm at all. He was 

diagnosed with the lethal neurodegenerative disease ALS (for 

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, also known as Lou Gehrig’s 

disease.) ALS gradually kills off motor neurons, causing 

progressive paralysis. It initially leaves patients weakened, 

then in a wheelchair, and then, within a few years, unable to 

eat or breathe.

The last specialist sent him home to die. But after talking 

with Schmitz, the man sent Clark samples of his blood. 

Using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) testing to analyze 

fragments of foreign DNA in the man’s blood, Clark found 

evidence of Borrelia burgdorferi, the pathogen that causes 

Lyme disease. Now on antibiotics, the Fayette County 

man says he feels better than he has in years, and the rapid 

downward trajectory common to almost all ALS patients 

seems to have stalled. 

Clark also tested his own blood, where he found traces 

of B. burgdorferi along with another distinct genospecies (a 

bacterial species separated by divergence of genes), Borrelia 

andersonii, usually found in rabbits.

There is just one problem with this story: Many Lyme 

researchers, including some from the National Institutes 

of  Health (NIH) and the Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention (CDC), won’t believe a word of  it. There is little 

or no true Lyme disease anywhere in the South, say these 

experts. They cite plenty of  evidence: In the Northeast, 

where Lyme is endemic, the disease is spread by nymphs

(the tick’s juvenile form) of  Ixodes scapularis, commonly 

known as blacklegged ticks. Blacklegged nymphs rarely 

bite humans down South, though researchers don’t agree 

as to why not. Adult blacklegged ticks do bite people, but 

because of  their large size, they’re often noticed and picked 

off  before they spread disease.

So if  there is Lyme — or Lyme-like illness — in the South, 

what could be spreading it? The aggressive lone star tick, 

Amblyomma americanum, which frequently bites people as 

well as other animals, is a prime suspect. In the early 1990s, 

researchers realized its bite could cause a roundish, gradually 

spreading mottled red rash that was a virtual ringer for the 

The Battle Over Lyme Disease 
in the South 

TICKED

Discover®

IN-DEPTH

 An exclusive e-single 
by Wendy Orent

➔
Read an extended version of this story in Discover’s 

exclusive e-single Ticked: The Battle Over Lyme Disease 

in the South at DiscoverMagazine.com/In-Depth.

For more on tick-borne illness, check out 

DiscoverMagazine.com/Lyme.
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erythema migrans (EM) rash, the classic signature of Lyme 

disease in the Northeast. 

But since few Lyme experts believe that the lone star can 

harbor and transmit Lyme Borrelia, the rash the tick leaves 

upon biting is never attributed to Lyme disease. Instead, 

in the South, the illness is called STARI, for Southern 

Tick-Associated Rash Illness. According to microbiologist 

Barbara Johnson, one of  the top Lyme disease experts 

at the CDC’s Division of  Vector-Borne Diseases in Fort 

Collins, Colo., STARI is relatively benign, presenting only 

with the rash and fulike symptoms of  early Lyme. Its cause 

remains unknown. 

And this is where the CDC and researchers like Clark and 

his colleagues part ways: Clark recognizes that Lyme disease 

transmitted by blacklegged ticks is relatively infrequent in 

the South. But he believes that lone star ticks can transmit a 

similar spiral-shaped bacterium or spirochete to the one that 

causes Lyme disease. Other scientists disagree. While strains 

of Borrelia burgdorferi can be found in the South, says Jean 

Tsao, a Lyme researcher from Michigan State University, 

there is no bridge between the natural and the human 

world. Instead, the disease cycles are “cryptic,” meaning the 

spirochetes cycle quietly among ticks and animal hosts but 

have virtually no effect on human health. 

Getting to the truth here is critical — especially to the 

thousands of patients who believe they suffer from some 

1

2
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form of Lyme disease acquired in the South. The confusion 

starts with the numbers. No one has any clear idea how 

many STARI cases exist because, unlike Lyme in the North, 

they are not reportable to state departments of health. Gary 

Wormser, an infectious diseases physician at New York 

Medical College and a recognized Lyme researcher, says 

STARI is “pretty widespread in the Southeast and south 

central part of the country.” Yet, Adriana Marques, chief  

of clinical infectious diseases at NIH, launched a study of 

STARI in 2002, and enrolled only three suspected patients 

over 10 years. But Marcia Herman-Giddens, scientifc 

adviser for the Tick-Borne Infections Council of North 

Carolina, a research and advocacy organization, says she 

can’t believe anyone actively looking for STARI patients 

would come up with just three of them in a decade. Patients 

with Lyme or Lyme-like illness in the South likely number in 

the thousands, she says. 

The dispute leaves Southern patients who insist they have 

Lyme disease — or something much like it — angry and 

adrift. Because few doctors recognize their illness, they say, 

they are treated too late or not at all, and are allowed to slide 

into chronic illness as debilitating as untreated Lyme disease 

in the North.

Legends of the north

That Lyme disease was frst thought confned to the 

northeastern United States may be historical accident. 

Almost 50 years ago Polly Murray, an artist and mother 

from Lyme, Conn., noticed a strange increase of juvenile 

arthritis, a rare and sometimes disabling condition, among 

children living within a few blocks of her house. By 1975, 

she had launched a campaign to force doctors and scientists 

to fgure out why so many in her town had swollen knees and 

elbows, persistent fatigue, diffculty concentrating, headaches 

and rashes, among a host of other symptoms.

Although Lyme disease, under other names, had already 

been described in Europe for a century, many public health 

experts initially thought the condition in Connecticut was 

unique. The CDC dispatched a rheumatologist to investigate 

the mysterious outbreak. That investigator, Allen Steere of 

Yale, initially described a largely rheumatologic syndrome 

notable for swollen knees and rash. While Steere later 

included meticulous descriptions of neurologic and cardiac 

manifestations of Lyme in his reports, the view of American 

Lyme disease — unlike European Lyme disease — as 

essentially rheumatologic persisted for years.

Another line of research dovetailed with Steere’s work, 

locking Lyme disease into place as a phenomenon of 

the Northeast. That work was conducted by Harvard 

entomologist Andrew Spielman, who had spent years studying 

the malaria-like parasite, Babesia, on Nantucket island off  

Cape Cod. By 1979, Spielman had identifed Babesia’s tick 

vector, Ixodes dammini, as a creature new to science.

I. dammini lived only in the North, and only I. dammini 

could be Babesia’s vector, Spielman said. When NIH 

entomologist Willy Burgdorfer discovered the Lyme 

spirochete inside what he identifed as I. scapularis ticks from 

1. Entomologist Kerry 
Clark drags for ticks 
with a white cloth 
in the north Florida 
underbrush. 2. Clark 
places ticks into vials. 
3. Liz Schmitz, 
president of the 
Georgia Lyme Disease 
Association, peers into 
a bottle of lone star 
ticks she is collecting 
to further research.  
4. Borrelia 
burgdorferi, the 
agent of Lyme 
disease, through a 
scanning electron 
microscope. 5. Georgia 
entomologist James 
Oliver holds a jar 
containing a giant tick 
found in regions 
from southern Central 
America to Argentina. 

3.

3

4

5
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Fire Island, N.Y., in 1981, Spielman immediately claimed 

that those infected ticks weren’t scapularis, but dammini 

as well. The ticks’ limited range — the Northeast and the 

Midwest — restricted Lyme’s range too, and the casebook 

on Southern Lyme slammed shut. 

Spielman’s triumphant discovery was short-lived: Ixodes 

dammini was torpedoed at the hands of  Spielman’s close 

friend, the Georgia entomologist and tick expert James 

H. Oliver. Ensconced at Georgia Southern University in 

Statesboro, Oliver was thinking hard about Spielman’s 

dammini tick, its identifcation and its distribution. Today a 

tall, courtly Southern gentleman with high cheekbones and 

a delicate frame, Oliver is known for building the National 

Tick Museum, perhaps the most extensive tick collection 

and library in the world. “When I started working in this 

area, I was told, point blank, Lyme disease was not in 

the South, and human Lyme disease could not occur — 

there were no ticks and no germs,” he recalls. But he was 

not convinced that the blacklegged ticks in the North 

and South differed much — or that Spielman’s discovery 

represented a separate species at all.

In a series of  experiments from 1989-1990, Oliver 

demonstrated that so-called Northern deer ticks (dammini) 

and the blacklegged ticks (scapularis) found up and down 

the East Coast bit exactly the same animals in the lab. In 

1992, he showed that even ticks from widely separated 

areas like Georgia and Massachusetts were genetically too 

similar to be different species. And breeding ticks from 

the North and South in the lab, Oliver demonstrated that 

a series of  matings produced reliably fertile offspring — a 

crucial test of  species boundaries.

Oliver’s defnitive experiments blew up the idea that 

dammini was a new or separate species. The name dammini 

was dropped from the scientifc literature. But Spielman’s 

framework — restricting Lyme to the Northern ticks — 

remained intact. The notion that the ticks in the North and 

the South were fundamentally different still lies at the heart 

of the controversy over Southern Lyme. Oliver attributed 

most of those differences to Southern heat: To avoid it, 

scapularis nymphs hide out under leaf litter, biting lizards 

and small mammals instead of questing for larger prey on 

tall grass or brush. Lyme researcher Gary Wormser saw the 

difference as more basic: “There’s no doubt that something 

somewhat like the deer tick exists in the South; it’s called the 

same name — Ixodes scapularis. But it has some differences in 

biological behavior and has a low infection rate with Borrelia 

burgdorferi.” What did it matter if the tick species were the 

same, if scapularis nymphs didn’t bite people in the South?

Exceptions to Spielman’s geographic rule ultimately 

emerged. By 1985, medical entomologist Robert Lane of 

the University of California in Berkeley demonstrated that 

B. burgdorferi was also carried by a West Coast tick named 

Ixodes pacifcus. 

And in 1998, Mercer University entomologist Alan Smith 

learned for himself  that while reclusive blacklegged nymphs 

might not often infect humans in the South, adults did. 

Bitten by an adult tick in the Piedmont National Wildlife 
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Adult Female

Adult Male

Nymph

Larva

Amblyomma americanum
(lone star tick)

Hungry, aggressive lone stars ticks, 
which resist Southern heat, bite 

people all year long, says Kerry Clark.

Ixodes scapularis 
(blacklegged tick)

In the South, adults can bite people 
in fall, winter and spring. In summer 
heat, weak nymphs are buried deep.

Adult Female
Adult Male

Nymph

Larva
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where two of Masters’ patients had developed EM rashes 

along with arthritis, muscle aches and other Lyme-like 

symptoms after lone star tick bites. Oliver found fve 

genetically distinct strains of Borrelia in the rabbit blood. But 

he could not fnd any evidence of Borrelia in either Missouri 

lone star ticks or in Masters’ patients. So he could not prove 

that the lone star tick transmitted a Lyme-like illness or, 

indeed, any spirochetal infection at all. 

But Clark and Oliver have never given up. With his 

scientifc partner, Czech biologist Natasha Rudenko, Oliver 

has found 300 Southern genetic strains of Borrelia, 57 of 

them so similar to the Northern Lyme spirochete that they’re 

classifable as B. burgdorferi sensu stricto, meaning “in the 

strict sense.” Rudenko has also managed to culture new 

strains by growing them on a medium developed in Slovenia. 

Rudenko and Oliver send DNA from the cultured spirochetes 

for gene sequencing at a lab at the University of Washington 

in Seattle. They compare those sequences to other known 

strains. If  the new sequences fall too far from earlier isolates, 

they classify the spirochete as a new genospecies. In 2009 

and 2011, Oliver and Rudenko published reports on two new 

genospecies: Borrelia carolinensis and Borrelia americana. 

Based on PCR analysis of patient samples, Clark thinks 

these may cause human disease.

Refuge, a forested area south 

of Atlanta, Smith developed 

an EM rash, which he regarded 

with aplomb despite a low-grade 

fever and fulike symptoms. His 

physician initially wanted to treat 

him with antibiotics. “Oh, no, 

that’s not necessary,” Smith told 

his doctor. “The CDC says there’s 

no Lyme in Georgia.”

Within months, he was nearly 

crippled. His wife dragged him 

back to the doctor, and he went 

on antibiotics. He improved 

immediately. “There’s defnitely 

Lyme in Georgia,” he says now 

with a laugh. “It’s a lot of crap 

that blacklegged ticks don’t ever 

bite people in the South.”

Unlike heat-feeing nymphs, 

scapularis adults do bite, but they’re 

easy to see and remove. If  there really 

are thousands of cases of Lyme in 

the South, both Clark and Oliver say 

something else must be transmitting 

it: Amblyomma americanum, the lone 

star tick. And it is on the back of this 

ferce, ubiquitous, rapidly spread-

ing tick that much of the mystery of 

Southern Lyme-like illness rests.

QUEST FOR EVIDENCE

Edwin Masters, a country doctor from Cape Giradeau, Mo., 

had no reason to doubt the conventional wisdom that the 

South was Lyme-free until 1988, when he was asked to give 

a talk on Lyme disease to a group of foresters. Masters fung 

himself  into the topic, spending a year collecting pictures of 

ticks and rashes to prepare. Suddenly he began to see signs of 

Lyme in his patients. He saw EM rashes on their skin; he saw 

swollen joints; and he documented confusion and fatigue.

Hoping to get to the bottom of things, Masters contacted 

Oliver in 1993. Oliver sent his postdoctoral student Tom 

Kollars to trap animals, including wild rabbits, at a farm 

Peter Krause has seen plenty of patients 
with Lyme disease. He has also seen his 
fair share of cases where classic symptoms 
suggest Lyme, but tests for the disease-
causing bacterium, Borrelia burgdorferi, 
come back negative.

The Yale tick-borne diseases expert now 
says that in some instances, a related and 
recently discovered disease may be to 
blame. Borrelia miyamotoi elicits symp-
toms similar to its better-known bacterial 
cousin with two trademark exceptions: 

Patients do not get a bull’s-eye rash, and 
they come down with a fever in which 
the symptoms relapse and remit over the 
course of about a year. 

To track down the disease, Krause tested 
blood from people living in Rhode Island 
and Massachusetts, areas endemic for tick-
borne disease. His analyses confirmed the 
presence of B. miyamotoi in 1 percent of 
healthy patients. Three percent of patients 
with Lyme-like symptoms tested positive for 
the antibody against the bacteria as well.

Lyme is still far more prevalent, but one 
characteristic gives B. miyamotoi a leg up: 
While ticks cannot pass Lyme spirochetes to 

tick offspring, B. myamotoi is transmitted 
from female to larvae through eggs. Thus, 
the relapsing fever can be spread by the 
bite of larval ticks as well as the customary 
nymphs that cause Lyme.

When it comes to the new tick-borne 
disease, diagnosis remains a major hurdle. 
Existing methods, in which researchers 
detect the infection by looking at blood 
smears under a microscope, fall short. But 
a number of labs are developing tests that 
Krause thinks will be widely available soon.

“This will take a long, long time to fully 
understand, but a start has been made,” 
Krause says.  — BREANNA DRAXLER

Lyme Disease’s Cousin  
in the Northeast

Lyme disease is shown 
in black. Region inhab-
ited by the lone star 
tick, suspected by some 
of carrying Lyme-like 
disease, is in yellow. 

Edwin Masters
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The new spirochetes, Oliver and Rudenko have shown, 

reinforce the sense of ecological complexity characterizing 

Southern Borrelia cycles involving lizards, songbirds, 

small mammals (cotton mice; cotton, wood and rice rats; 

chipmunks; squirrels; rabbits; and raccoons) and a welter 

of ticks — lone stars and blacklegged ticks and three Ixodes 

species that seldom bite people: dentatus, affnis and minor. 

These convoluted cycles mean that the neat Northern 

picture has, in the South, been blown apart into hundreds of 

fractured images.

Using a new testing technique to capture tiny DNA 

fragments from several hundred Southern patients, Kerry 

Clark hopes he can identify the Borrelia strains infecting 

both patients and ticks. Clark’s new test, if  validated and 

confrmed by others, could represent an advance over the 

standard PCR test for Lyme, which often fails to detect 

Borrelia infection. As Clark explains, B. burgdorferi DNA 

in the blood tends to deteriorate quickly after collection. 

It occurred to Clark that “targeting a smaller fragment of 

DNA might work better” than looking for larger pieces. He 

has created primers, or sensitive strips of  DNA, that target 

those shorter pieces. His primers seek out bits of  DNA 

coding for part of  the spirochete’s fagella — tiny, whiplike 

structures that help propel it through the bloodstream. In 

particular, he has focused on targeting the gene coding for 

fagellin protein b, or faB, which has proved to be quite 

distinct from one genospecies to the next. 

The strategy has proved successful, yielding Clark far 

more hits than he had ever found before. This June, Clark 

published, in the International Journal of Medical Science, 

evidence of Lyme Borrelia from lone star ticks, and from 10 

patients from Florida and Georgia. Among the fnds: evidence 

of B. andersonii in three of the patients, B. burgdorferi sensu 

stricto (classic Lyme) in seven of them, and B. americana in 

two more. Especially compelling are reports of two patients 

who managed to salvage the lone star ticks that bit them. 

Both ticks and patients had evidence of infection with 

andersonii and burgdorferi. Clark’s study represents the frst 

published indication that Amblyomma americanum, the lone 

star tick, may transmit some form of Lyme Borrelia. 

A thousand miles away from the green vines and wet red 

clay of Statesboro, Ga., and the tranquil creeks outside 

Jacksonville, Fla., the town of College Station, Texas, lies 

baking in the sun. But in this hot, dry ecosystem, Borrelia

strains also fnd a home. Maria Esteve-Gassent, a Spanish-

born microbiologist at the Texas A&M School of Veterinary 

Science, has been studying Lyme disease since 2004. Using 

PCR with a different set of short primers from Clark’s, her 

fndings seem to corroborate Clark’s and Oliver’s works: 

She has identifed B. andersonii, B. americana and classic 

B. burgdorferi in lone star ticks and their close relatives 

Amblyomma cajennense, found from the U.S./ Mexican border 

down through South America. She’s found B. burgdorferi in 

Texas dogs as well.

On the day I visit Esteve-Gassent, a Mexican physician 

and researcher, Guadalupe Gordillo-Perez, is also present. 

Gordillo-Perez has studied blood samples from people living 

across Mexico as part of a Mexican government-sponsored 

public health study. Based on her analysis of 1,000 samples, 

Gordillo-Perez estimates that 1.1 percent of Mexican citizens 

test positive for different forms of Borrelia burgdorferi. She 

reports PCR evidence of Borrelia in scapularis and cajannense 

from Mexico. And some of Gordillo-Perez’s patients have also 

manifested strange lesions resembling skin cancer in patients, 

similar to the lesions seen in European Lyme patients. 

Like Clark and Oliver, Esteve-Gassent and Gordillo-Perez 

are at home with complexity — the convoluted cycles among 

the rabbits, birds and lizards; the unusual strains of  Borrelia;

the many favors of  B. burgdorferi that make the South such 

a heated mess. “Why do Americans insist that there’s only 

one kind of  Lyme Borrelia that causes disease in the U.S. 

while there are so many in Europe?” Esteve-Gassent asks, 

saying at least fve are known to cause human disease. “It’s a 

big country!”

reframing the debate

The biggest weakness in the case for Southern Lyme 

transmission via lone star ticks is that, despite Clark’s PCR 

hits, no one has cultured any disease-causing spirochetes 

from them. Since STARI is by defnition associated with 

the bite of  a lone star tick, the inability to grow a spirochete 

from either ticks or patients suggests to many that there is 

nothing to fnd. “The evidence so far is that we can’t fnd any 

pathogen — and we’ve looked,” says Wormser. “Every study 

On a chaparral-covered mountainside above 
Hopland, a pit-stop town of 750 on the 
northern outskirts of California’s wine coun-
try, Robert Lane drags a white flannel cloth 
over a patch of fallen oak leaves. Lane is 
searching for nymphal western blacklegged 
ticks (species name Ixodes pacificus), the 
prime vector for spreading Lyme disease out 
West. A hundred miles south, in his Berkeley 
lab, Lane will examine these ticks to see 
whether they are carrying Borrelia burgdor-
feri, the agent of Lyme disease, or any one 
of several other spirochetes that might be 
making people sick.

In the early 1990s Lane and Humboldt 

State University ecologist Richard Brown be-
gan to suspect some of the spirochetes they 
saw in ticks were not causing classic Lyme 
disease but rather other related infections 
entirely. Then in 1998, French molecular biol-
ogist Danielle Postic confirmed their hunch. 
They had found at least one other species,
Borrelia bissettii, known to cause Lyme dis-
ease in central and southern Europe. 

Since then, Lane and team have contin-
ued to discover more Borrelia species in 
California’s coastal range, including B. mi-
yamotoi, the cause of a relapsing fever (see 
“Lyme Disease’s Cousin in the Northeast,” 
page 53); B. californiensis; and “Borrelia
genomospecies II,” a placeholder name until 

the species is fully described. In 2010 Czech 
entomologist Natasha Rudenko isolated Bor-
relia americana, yet another spirochete that 
must be investigated as a cause of Lyme-
like disease in the West from a Northern 
California tick. 

Lane has also discovered “three or four 
genospecies in the last several years that 
we’re hoping to introduce as new to science, 
or at least new to North America. Every time 
we discover a new spirochete, we ask the 
question, ‘Does it infect people?’” he says. 
If so, does it cause Lyme-like symptoms, and 
what are the implications for diagnosing 
and treating people with these other forms 
of disease?  — Laith agha

New Chetes in California
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After the Lyme pathogen was identified, scientists in the 
Northeast traced the relatively simple two-year life cycle 
of the disease in nature, as depicted below. In the first 
year, adult blacklegged ticks feed and mate on the ears 
and hide of deer, laying eggs that drop to the forest floor 
in late spring. The uninfected larvae acquire Borrelia only 
after taking a blood meal from infected white-footed 
mice previously bitten by other infected ticks. In the sec-
ond year, infected larvae fall from the mice to the ground, 
growing into adolescent nymphs. The nymphs then quest, 
moving to the tips of long grass and brush to wait for 
their next blood meal to wander by: a dog, a deer, or that 
accidental human host.

Contrast the clear-cut disease path in the Northeast 
with the intricate complexity of the Southern ecosystem, 
as hypothesized by Southern researchers like Oliver and 
Clark. If their suspicions are borne out, Ixodes scapularis 
and Amblyomma americanum are the primary ways 
that Lyme can enter human populations in the South, 
with three other species — the Gulf Coast tick (Ambly-
omma maculatum), the American dog tick (Dermacen-
tor variabilis) and the brown dog tick (Rhipicephalus 
sanguineus) — playing subsidiary roles. Ixodes scapularis
keeps Lyme Borrelia cycling in nature, says Clark, as do 
three other Ixodes species on the ground: Ixodes affinis
moves among rodents; I. minor moves among rodents 
and probably birds; and I. dentatus moves among birds 
and rabbits. This last tick, Clark believes, sustains the 
Lyme-like genospecies, Borrelia andersonii, which may 
ultimately infect people via the ubiquitous lone star tick.
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SPRING

WINTER

Larva

NymphEggs

Eggs

Risk of
     human
       infection
         greatest in
          late spring
                 and
                summer
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In the Northeast, Lyme-transmitting ticks spiral 
through a simple two-year life cycle, taking 
blood meals from rodents, deer — and us. 

Hothouse Complexity has come up empty.”

Barbara Johnson, who has been conducting a still unpub-

lished study on STARI, agrees. She feels it is “not likely” to be 

caused by a spirochete, and suspects positive Lyme antibodies 

from STARI patients are false positives, cross-reactions to 

other spirochetes, or souvenirs of travel to the North.

Herman-Giddens sees Johnson’s logic as circular. Southern 

states aren’t generally considered endemic for Lyme because 

Lyme and STARI are not usually reported; Lyme disease isn’t 

usually reported because the states aren’t considered endemic. 

Still, no one has proven that lone star ticks transmit B. 

burgdorferi or any other Borrelia strains, and, as infectious 

disease expert Paul Lantos of Duke University has argued, 

some STARI cases recover without treatment. But nothing is 

simple here. “Rash-only” Lyme disease is common through-

out the Northeast as well. According to infectious disease 

doctor and Lyme expert Benjamin Luft of Stony Brook Uni-

versity in New York, only certain strains of Northern Borrelia 

burgdorferi cause invasive Lyme disease, though it’s accepted 

protocol to treat all Northern patients with antibiotics.

Johnson, Lantos and Wormser also argue that most Lyme

spirochetes are killed by lone star tick saliva. But as Rudenko 

points out, strains that have adapted to lone star ticks wouldn’t 

be killed by lone star saliva. It’s an intense adaptive struggle 

among ticks, hosts and spirochetes; that process forces germs in 

different vectors to evolve in very different ways.

In 2007, two years before he died of diabetes at age 

63, Ed Masters spoke at a conference on Lyme in the 

South held at Duke. He acknowledged that no one had 

cultured the infectious agent from his patient samples, but 

he never abandoned the belief  that his patients were sick 

from either Lyme or a Lyme-like illness that demanded 

antibiotic treatment. “Absence of proof is not proof of 

absence,” Masters insisted to the end of his life. 

Laboring without that proof, Schmitz, the Georgia 

patient advocate, and Herman-Giddens, the community 

health liaison, feld call after call from desperate patients 

whom almost no one else believes. That disbelief  

compounds the patients’ isolation and misery, not to 

mention the diffculty of fnding doctors who will care for 

them. At the patient group I attended, one young woman 

insisted she’d rather have cancer: “At least then, I’d be 

recognized as having a real disease,” she said. 

The resolution can only come from more science. If  

Rudenko confrms Clark’s PCR tests using additional 

gene targets, and if  Clark or Rudenko manage to grow 

Borrelia cultures out of human and lone star tick samples, 

then even the fercest skeptics will have to recognize that 

Southern Lyme strains threaten human health, and that 

Lyme-like illness deserves Lyme-like treatment. 

Until then, patients diagnosed with STARI, and even 

those positive for Lyme infection, will have little recourse   

to that treatment, as the bitter controversy over 

Southern Lyme rages on.  D

Wendy Orent is the author of Plague. She writes frequently about 
infectious disease and evolution.
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→ 
When Christine Cunningham, 

an education researcher and vice 

president at the Museum of Science 

in Boston, prompts elementary school 

students to draw an engineer at work, 

the pictures they hand in never surprise 

her. In fact, for the thousands of  

students Cunningham has polled 

around the country in recent years, 

childhood perceptions of engineers 

have been strikingly consistent — and 

consistently inaccurate.

“Children think engineers drive 

trains,” she says. Some sketch construc-

tion workers assembling buildings, 

bridges or roads. “The kids think 

engineers build these structures, not 

design them,” Cunningham explains. 

While not altogether unexpected, Cun-

ningham says such childhood miscon-

ceptions are troubling. “If you have no 

idea what engineers do, then it’s not 

is for 
engineering

Empowering  

students 

to design a more 

sustainable  

future. 

by Breanna Draxler

Discover Events
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very likely that you’ll think about this as 

a career path,” she says.

Kids learn about the natural world 

in science classes, but what about the 

human-made world built on top of it — 

the buildings and vehicles and screens 

where they spend the vast majority of 

their time? This world, constructed by 

engineers, rarely appears in the cur-

riculum until college, and even then, as 

little as 8 percent of incoming freshmen 

choose to pursue an engineering major, 

says Leigh Abts, a research associate at 

the University of Maryland’s School of 

Engineering and College of Education. 

Only half of those students will actually 

earn a degree in the feld.

REPAIRIng thE PIPElInE

The defcit is clear. Our society depends 

upon engineers to design every aspect 

of our lives — where we live, what we 

drive, how we communicate and even 

what we eat — but America’s primary 

and secondary education systems aren’t 

producing enough critical thinkers to 

keep up with the demand. This is  

according to a national initiative aimed 

at identifying and fxing the U.S.  

education system’s “leaky engineering 

talent pipeline,” led by the National 

Academy of Sciences, Achieve, the 

American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science and the National Sci-

ence Teachers Association. 

The group recently released Next 

Generation Science Standards based 

on research from the National Science 

Foundation (NSF). The standards raise 

the bar for integrating science, tech-

nology, engineering and mathematics 

content — collectively, STEM — into 

elementary and high school classrooms. 

(See “Next Generation Science Stan-

dards,” above.) 

“We are focusing on the E in STEM,” 

says Joan Ferrini-Mundy, assistant  

director of the NSF’s Directorate for 

Education and Human Resources. 

Engineering provides an overlooked 

opportunity to teach kids how to work 

together and solve problems at a very 

young age, Ferrini-Mundy says. Such 

experiences can empower them to do so 

later in life, when the stakes are higher.

Instead of a concrete curriculum or a 

test that students must be able to pass, 

the science and engineering standards 

lay out benchmarks for what concepts 

students should know at particular 

grade levels, each year building on those 

before it. They up the ante from  

previous iterations of science standards 

by integrating engineering ideas into 

math and language arts classes and 

applying engineering skills to real-world 

scenarios so students are better  

prepared for such experiences outside of 

school. This means instead of teaching 

facts that kids can just as easily Google, 

for example, science education should 

“enable students to evaluate and select 

reliable sources of scientifc informa-

tion,” according to the standards. 

The new suite of standards is  

necessarily open-ended, recognizing 

that teachers need the fexibility to teach 

different students in different ways. As 

such, the standards don’t offer specifcs 

on how teachers should bring engineer-

ing into the classroom. “Many K-to-12 

teachers are not aware of how engineer-

ing can be used to inspire and improve 

student performance,” says Mo Hosni, 

vice president of the American Society 

of Mechanical Engineers’ board on 

education. That’s where programs like 

Cunningham’s come in.

EngInEERIng Is ElEmEntARy

“Younger students need experiences 

with engineering and technology if  

they’re going to succeed in our 21st-

century world — a world that increas-

ingly depends on these disciplines,” says 

Cunningham, who is also the founding C
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Next Generation Science Standards 
A recently released set of U.S. science education standards presents learning 
expectations for students, kindergarten through 12th grade. Each of the 200 
standards addresses a concept in science, technology, engineering or math for a 
particular grade level. A standard doesn’t tell teachers how to teach; it provides 
a three-part framework to help create lesson plans catered to their classrooms.

First, lessons should engage students in the kinds of practices that scientists 
and engineers use to investigate the world, develop theories, build models and 
design systems. In one of Cunningham’s activities, designed to fit the standards, 
elementary students clean up a hypothetical oil spill much the way an environ-
mental engineer would: by proposing solutions and conducting hands-on tests. 

Second, lessons should help students understand core ideas of science, 
engineering and technology as well as enable them to evaluate new sources of 
information on these topics in the future. This comes into play with the oil spill 
example as students learn about the chemical properties of water, oil and deter-
gents, and how these substances interact with the environment. 

Third, students should learn how to apply concepts across many different 
fields of science. An oil spill isn’t just a chemical problem; the students learn 
that it is also environmental, biological and social, and that each aspect of the 
problem needs to be considered when coming up with workable solutions. 

Search the standards at nextgenscience.org — BD

A second-grader creates a model bridge dur-
ing an Engineering is Elementary lesson at 
Hardy Elementary School in Arlington, Mass.
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director of Engineering is Elementary,  

a program that brings engineering  

concepts into elementary school  

classrooms around the country.

In her work with Engineering is 

Elementary at the Museum of Science 

in Boston, Cunningham sees countless 

kids at play. She watches 3-year-olds 

building bridges and knocking down 

towers. She observes them take things 

apart to understand how they work. 

“The more I watch young children 

interact with the world around them, 

the more I am convinced that they are 

natural engineers,” she says.

But schools are failing to nurture 

these natural design inclinations,  

Cunningham says. Worse, rigid math- 

and language-arts-centric curricula 

can actually educate these engineering 

tendencies right out of children. The 

ubiquitous worksheet model asks kids 

to memorize and regurgitate facts  

instead of creatively applying those 

facts to solve problems.

Problem-solving skills should be 

considered a basic literacy, says 

Cunningham. “Everybody, 

regardless of whether or not 

they go on to college or go 

on to become engineers, needs to know 

something about how the human-made 

world that they live in comes to be,” 

she says. STEM felds are increasingly 

important to our fast-paced and fast-

changing society, but remain underrep-

resented in schools, Cunningham says.

Engineering is Elementary provides 

curricula that teachers can use to 

work toward the goals set by the Next 

Generation Science Standards. She and 

her colleagues have composed interac-

tive lessons that empower kindergarten 

through ffth-grade teachers to intro-

duce topics that may go beyond their 

areas of expertise or familiarity. Few 

teachers are mechanical engineers, 

for example, but one unit introduces 

students to the power and behavior of 

moving air, then has them design  

mechanical windmills to turn that 

movement into usable energy. In this 

way, the lessons show children how to 

palpably grasp real-world problems and 

demonstrate how engineers use 

math and science to frame, 

analyze and eventually solve 

those problems. 

So far, Cunningham’s 

program has reached 

4 million children by introducing  

engineering concepts through  

familiar avenues like storybooks. To 

tackle environmental engineering, for 

example, students read about a  

Native American girl named Tehya who 

is snapping pictures of landscapes near 

her tribal home in Washington state 

when she discovers oil on the surface of 

the Elwha River.

As Tehya explores the extent of the 

damage to the interconnected elements 

of the ecosystem on which her  

community depends, students see the 

far-reaching social and environmental 

impacts of even small-scale water  

pollution. In an accompanying lesson, 

students conduct pH tests on supplied 

soil and water samples to trace the 

source of pollutants from a factory in 

a fctional location called Greentown. 

They also use various materials and 

methods to see what will best clean up 

an oil spill simulated in a 9-by-9-inch 

pan. Spoons, they fnd through trial 

and error, are far less effective cleaning 

agents than soap and sponges.

Such simple exercises hold great 

value, says Cunningham: The students 

learn how to navigate a challenge by  

trying, failing and rethinking their  

designs and then trying some more. 

“The idea that failure is good can be a 

radical concept in the schoolroom, and 

it can be a new experience for students, 

but it’s how engineering works,”  

Cunningham says. Each failure informs 

a future design that brings an engineer 

one step closer to success.

TesTing, TesTing, 1, 2, 3

This problem-solving perspective is best 

taught young because it aligns with how 

kids learn, Cunningham says.  

Concrete examples that require hands-

on solutions mean far more to kids than 

abstract concepts like prime numbers or 

fractions, she says. 

Flexing these mental muscles and 

feshing out these concepts can continue 

as students progress through the educa-

tional system. As such, one of engineer-

ing professor Abts’ main initiatives over 

the past eight years has been to develop 

an engineering Advanced Placement test 

for high school students. It’s one of the 

few mainstream disciplines without an 

The 
Design 
Process

3 Build and  
test a  
prototype

4 Evaluate its  
performance  
and design

5 Present  
the results

1 Determine  
a problem  
and its  
parameters

2 Design a  
potentially  
viable  
solution
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AP assessment, Abts explains.

Engineering is not the kind of content 

that can be evaluated with multiple-

choice tests, the way that English  

literature and chemistry are, Abts says. 

It is not enough to measure a student’s 

grasp of the subject matter; evaluating 

how that student approaches a problem 

or task to fnd workable solutions is 

more important.

Abts proposes that the AP test be 

based on online portfolios in which  

students submit videos, sketches or 

other visuals that demonstrate their 

problem-solving process, from idea 

to prototype to solution. Although 

approval of the AP test by the College 

Board is still in the works, the beta 

version of the portfolio submission site, 

called the Innovation Portal, is already 

up and running.

The Innovation Portal provides a 

rubric for evaluating projects structured 

around the design process. (See “The 

Design Process,” page 58.) Students 

submit their work, get feedback from 

their teachers, glean inspiration from 

other projects and refne their designs as 

they go. The rubric’s universality makes 

the design process applicable to seventh-

grade math projects as well as graduate 

school engineering portfolios, both of 

which are represented among the design 

submissions of the site’s 12,000  

registered users. 

Some of the users are students in 

college courses like Abts’. Others are 

high school students submitting class 

projects or participants in extra- 

curricular engineering competitions. 

Abts says he is also working with the 

U.S. Department of Defense on plans 

to implement the portfolio into online 

engineering courses aimed at helping 

returning servicemen and women  

transition their skills to a noncombat 

context. Each portfolio documents a 

student’s process for trying to solve a 

design challenge.

In one example, a group of high 

school students asked how a hiker can 

hobble to get help if  she twists her ankle 

far from a hospital or cell phone tower. 

In isolated locations, even a minor 

injury could be fatal, so the students 

submitted a design for a trekking pole 

that doubles as a crutch, combining 

lightweight durability with a detachable 

armpit rest and handgrip to use in case 

of emergency.

Another student project on the portal 

aims to make water sports safer. The 

students recognized that people often 

abandon the ill-ftting bulk of a life 

jacket so they can swim, fsh or paddle 

with ease. If the jacket is uncomfortable, 

people might put themselves at greater 

risk by not wearing one at all, the  

students explain. The fnal iteration 

of their redesigned fotation device 

resembles a pair of unobtrusive foam 

suspenders, which the students claim 

outperformed a normal life jacket in 

tests at the local pool.

Abts describes the portal as a 

much-needed tool for instructors and 

students to work through the design 

process together, as illustrated in the 

above examples. Since the new science 

standards emphasize the need for more 

hands-on problem-solving projects in 

STEM courses, he anticipates that such 

a resource will become an increasingly 

useful tool in the future.

Teaching The Da Vinci coDe

Abts teaches engineering in his own 

classes with what he calls “the Leon-

ardo da Vinci approach.” When da 

Vinci envisioned a fying machine in the 

1480s, the idea of humans being able to 

fy was so preposterous that his design 

for a helicopter-like “aerial screw” never 

left the pages of his sketchbook. Yet the 

idea triggered four and a half centuries’ 

worth of building, crashing and  

improving upon da Vinci’s original 

notion, until the frst helicopter fnally 

took off in the early 1900s. Further 

refnements have since turned the 

once-imaginary hovering vehicle into a 

powerful and prevalent machine.

“Engineers, basically, are problem 

solvers,” says Abts, who, in addition 

to his AP aspirations, incorporates 

engineering concepts into courses he 

teaches at the University of Maryland. 

In Energy 101, his students identify an 

energy-related problem in the world and 

then design a way to address it.

Even though his students aren’t 

engineers (most are freshmen and 

sophomores who have not yet chosen a 

major), they come up with novel ideas 

based on their interests and expertise. 

An architecture student laid out the 

foor plans for a home with an area  

dedicated to growing algae to fuel an 

in-house energy-producing biomass 

reactor. Another student conceived the 

idea of a fooring material that would 

convert kinetic energy from rowdy foot-

ball fans in the stands of the University 

of Maryland’s stadium into electrical 

energy to power the lights on the feld.

Abts considers these projects  

successful regardless of whether they are 

technologically feasible. That’s because 

he doesn’t aim to crank out engineers. 

Rather, he wants his students to think 

and learn the way engineers do —  

creatively, critically and collaboratively 

— even if  the ideas they come up with 

are ahead of their time or technology.

“Design itself  is a process,” Abts 

explains, and one that requires  

innumerable iterations and expertise to 

execute. Whether his students end up 

being food scientists, fashion design-

ers or engineers, Abts says they will be 

better prepared for their careers, and life 

in general, if  they can apply the design 

process to solve the future problems our  

society is certain to face.  D

Breanna Draxler is an article and blog  

engineer (i.e., staff writer) for Discover. 

Leonardo da Vinci’s original idea for a flying machine (left) was infeasible, but improved designs 
and technological advancements have made the helicopter a regular feature in today’s skies.
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→
After four years of searching 

for new worlds — discovering 

164 planets and fnding hints of at 

least 3,500 more — the Kepler space 

telescope was brought down on May 

15 by a couple of faulty ball bearings. 

Without those bearings, the spacecraft 

lost its aim, and Kepler’s prime planet-

hunting days came to an abrupt end. 

For Bill Borucki, who had championed 

the mission since the 1980s, it was a 

defating and humbling moment.

Why, then, is this man smiling?

“Oh, I have a feeling of satisfaction,” 

says Borucki, an astronomer at NASA’s 

Ames Research Center, in his distinc-

tive soft voice. “The worry before we 

launched was that there were very few 

planets. That’s not true. We’re fnding 

lots of planets of all sizes, including 

planets that may be full of life. We’re 

about to accomplish our objectives. 

So I’m just delighted.”

One of Borucki’s most important 

goals was that Kepler should be the 

frst word in planetary discovery, not 

the last. It was designed to get the 

big-picture view of what is out there, 

akin to the expedition of Lewis and 

Clark, and in that regard it has been a 

staggering success. Kepler’s statistics 

indicate that our galaxy contains up 

to 300 billion planets. That’s almost 

a thousand worlds for every person 

in the United States, plenty of targets 

to keep future explorers busy.

The frst of those explorers — TESS, 

the Transiting Exoplanet Survey 

Satellite — is scheduled to launch in 

2017. Following a novel, looping path 

that gives it an unobstructed view, the 

orbiting TESS will scan the sky for 

planets around nearby bright stars. And 

sometime next decade, revolutionary 

Meet the New Planet Hunters
Don’t cry for the crippled Kepler spacecraft. Its successors are already lining up in the race to find another Earth.
By Corey S. Powell

imaging technology now in develop-

ment could bring home the ultimate 

prize: a direct look at another planet 

exactly like Earth. No wonder Borucki 

is in such high spirits.

Seeking the beSt and brighteSt

The frst successor to Kepler will be … 

Kepler itself. The telescope may be crip-

pled, but its data archive, nearly 1 tera-

byte of information on 150,000 stars, 

remains full of undiscovered treasures. 

Borucki and his team keep developing 

better ways to flter out background 

noise and extract signals they missed 

before. “It’s surprising how many more 

planets we fnd every time,” he says.

Kepler may take on new tasks as well. 

It remains a capable space telescope, 

albeit one with a bum leg. NASA is 

sifting through 42 proposals of what it 

could do next, possibly even including 

different kinds of planet searches; the 

agency should decide by April whether 

to grant funds for Kepler 2.0.

But the next real advance in planet-

hunting will be TESS, which will correct 

for Kepler’s most frustrating limitation: 

It was a little too good at its job. To get 

a complete picture of all the planets out 

there, Kepler looked at a huge num-

ber of really faint stars to make sure 

it didn’t miss anything. Most of these 

stars are so faint, and their planets so 

distant, that no other telescope can fol-

low up to study their potential for life. 

So where Kepler went narrow and deep, 

its successor goes shallow and wide, 

seeking out only nearby planets around 

bright stars. Like Kepler, TESS looks 

for transits — the subtle shadows that 

sweep across a star as a planet passes in 

front. But TESS is deliberately biased in 

which kinds of stars it monitors. 

Out 
There

TESS, the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite, 
will search nearly the entire sky for alien worlds.
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After surveying 2.5 million stars, four sky 
sectors at a time (top), TESS should find many 
worlds (bottom) for other telescopes to target.
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Corey S. Powell is editor at large of Discover. 

Follow him on Twitter @coreyspowell, and read 
his blog at DiscoverMagazine.com/outthere. 

planets, not to reveal much about their 

nature. But TESS will launch right 

around the same time as the James 

Webb Space Telescope (JWST), the 

supersized successor to Hubble. “We’ve 

designed the mission to fnd the best 

targets for JWST,” Latham says. TESS’ 

big brother will have the power to mea-

sure the temperature and composition 

of many of the TESS planets — even to 

monitor their weather. 

Meanwhile, enormous ground-based 

observatories like the Giant Magellan 

Telescope in Chile and the Thirty Meter 

Telescope in Hawaii, both scheduled 

to open their eyes around 2020, will per-

form the more time-consuming work of 

measuring the masses and densities of 

the planets found by TESS to determine 

whether they are rocky objects, gassy 

ones, or something else entirely.

Sniffing Out Life

“What we really want to do is image 

planets directly. We want to fnd the 

ones that are truly like Earth, and we 

know how to do it now,” says Sara 

Seager of MIT, a member of the TESS 

science team and recent recipient of a 

MacArthur Genius Grant. That is what 

NASA’s Exoplanet Direct Imaging Mis-

sion Concepts program is all about.

The idea is to blot out the light of a 

star and zero in on a small planet, right 

next to it in the sky and 10 billion times 

fainter (at visible wavelengths) than it. 

This technology “has come far — and 

it’s kind of unknown to the world just 

how far,” Seager says. The plan she is 

working on calls for a two-part instru-

ment, a space telescope and an “exter-

nal occulter,” a movable starshade that 

fies in front of the telescope to block 

out the starlight and bring the planet 

into view. Four parts of a prototype 

starshade are being built and will soon 

undergo testing. A competing team is 

refning an alternative approach, called 

an internal coronagraph, which blots 

out starlight from inside the telescope. 

Full reports on both designs are due in 

January 2015. NASA will then consider 

spending $1 billion, about $100 million 

a year, on the winning design.

(That’s no more expensive than other 

kinds of government functions that 

routinely get funded without anyone 

ever noticing: the Congressional Bind-

ing and Printing account, to pick just 

one example. High-profle projects like 

seeking out other Earths may seem ex-

pensive, but they consume a minuscule 

portion of government spending and 

deliver an outsize return in education 

and scientifc inspiration.)

Seager is so obsessed with those other 

Earths, she can almost smell them. In 

fact, smelling them is precisely what 

she wants to do. Direct imaging would 

make it possible to analyze light from 

the planet’s atmosphere and “sniff” its 

composition spectroscopically. “What 

kinds of molecules provide the best sig-

nature of life? That’s the other big thing 

I’m thinking about now,” she says. In a 

new paper she studies dimethyl sulfde 

and chloromethane, compounds that 

result from the breakdown of organic 

material, as promising targets. 

“We’d like to fnd 500 planets and 

go, oh my God, 75 percent of them 

show some weird gas, so we can say, 

statistically, we believe there is life 

in our solar neighborhood,” Seager 

says. Finding swamp gas on an alien 

world would be a lot less dramatic 

than hearing radio beeps from E.T., 

she concedes, but the message would 

be shocking all the same: We are sur-

rounded by a living universe.  D

“Kepler is a statistics mission; TESS 

is a cherry-picking mission,” explains 

the Harvard-Smithsonian Astrophysi-

cal Observatory’s David Latham, the 

TESS science director. “It will put 

special emphasis on stars smaller and 

cooler than the sun, because any planets 

orbiting such stars will be easier to 

detect, confrm and characterize. It 

will fnd all of the targets that people 

are going to be working on for the 

next 10, 20, 50 years.”

That approach also keeps TESS 

quick and inexpensive. The $200 mil-

lion mission will follow a “stare and 

move” strategy, similar to the way you 

can knit together panorama views with 

digital cameras. TESS will point its 

four telescopes in one direction for 27 

days, turn, point in another direction, 

turn again, and so on. Kepler covered 

just 0.28 percent of the sky. In just two 

years, TESS will map nearly everything.

Then other telescopes will fll in the 

details. TESS is specialized to detect B
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A proposed mission to find other Earths will use 
a petal-shaped shade (top) to block starlight 
that would otherwise obscure the planets. 
A prototype version (bottom) is being tested.

  



Reported by J. Page

     Chicago: Board-certifi ed physician Dr. S. 

Cherukuri has done it once again with his 

newest invention of a medical grade ALL 

DIGITAL affordable hearing aid. 

     This new digital hearing aid is packed 

with all the features of $3,000 competitors at 

a mere fraction of the cost. Now, most 

people with hearing loss are able to enjoy 

crystal clear, natural sound—in a crowd, 

on the phone, in the wind—without 

suffering through “whistling” and 

annoying background noise.

New Digital Hearing Aid 

Outperforms Expensive Competitors
     This sleek, lightweight, fully programmed 

hearing aid is the outgrowth of the digital 

revolution that is changing our world. While 

demand for “all things digital” caused most 

prices to plunge (consider DVD players 

and computers, which originally sold for 

thousands of dollars and today can be 

purchased for less then $100), yet the cost 

of a digital medical hearing aid remained 

out of reach.     

     Dr. Cherukuri knew that many of his 

patients would benefi t but couldn’t afford 

the expense of these new digital hearing 

aids. Generally they are not covered by 

Medicare and most private health insurance. 

Proudly assembled 
in the USA

from Domestic &
Imported Components.

45 DAY 

RISK FREE 

TRIAL

100% 
MONEY BACK 

GUARANTEE

A study by Johns Hopkins and National Institute on Aging research-

ers suggests older individuals with hearing loss are significantly 

more likely to develop dementia over time than those who retain their 

hearing. They suggest that an intervention—such as a hearing aid—

could delay or prevent dementia by improving hearing!

Can a hearing aid delay or prevent dementia?

Chicago Doctor Invents Affordable Hearing Aid 

Outperforms Many Higher Priced Hearing Aids

 

     The doctor evaluated all the high 

priced digital hearing aids on the market, 

broke them down to their base components, 

and then created his own affordable 

version—called the MDHearingAid® AIR 

for its virtually invisible, lightweight 

appearance.

Afordable Digital Technology

     Using advanced digital technology, the

MDHearingAid®AIR automatically adjusts 

to your listening environment—prioritizing 

speech and de-emphasizing background noise. 

Experience all of the sounds you’ve been 

missing at a price you can afford. This 

doctor designed and approved hearing aid 

comes with a full year’s supply of long-life 

batteries. It delivers crisp, clear sound all 

day long and the soft fl exible ear buds are 

so comfortable you won’t  realize you’re 

wearing them.

Try It Yourself At Home

With Our 45 Day Risk-Free Trial 

     Of course, hearing is believing and we 

invite you to try it for yourself with our 

RISK-FREE 45-day home trial. If you are 

not completely satisfi ed, simply return it 

within that time period for a full refund of 

your purchase price. 

“Satisfied Buyers Agree AIR Is Best Digital Value!”

“I am hearing things I didn’t know I was missing. 

Really amazing. I’m wearing them all the time”  

—Linda Irving, Indiana

“Almost work too well. I am a teacher and hearing much 

better now” —Lillian Barden, California

“I have used many expensive hearing aids, some over $5,000. The 

Airs have greatly improved my enjoyment of  life”  —Som Y., Michigan

“I would definitely recommend them to my patients with hearing loss”  

—Amy S., Audiologist, Munster, Indiana

✓  Mini Behind-The-Ear hearing 

aid with thin tubing for a nearly 

invisible profi le

✓  Advanced noise reduction to 

make speech clearer

✓  Feedback Cancellation 

eliminates whistling

✓  Wide dynamic range 

compression makes soft 

sounds audible and loud 

sounds comfortable

✓  Telecoil setting for use with 

compatible phones, and looped 

environments like churches

✓  3 programs and volume dial to 

accommodate most common 

types of hearing loss even 

in challenging listening 

environments

SAME FEATURES AS EXPENSIVE  

HEARING AID COMPETITORS

©2013

BBB RATING A

For the Lowest Price plus 

FREE Shipping Call Today

Nearly 

Invisible!

800-873-0541

 

Phone Lines Open 
24 Hours EVERY DAY

Use Ofer Code RU57 to get

FREE Batteries for a Full Year!

www.MDHearingAid.com/RU57
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Genre-blurring titles and groundbreak-

ing hardware dominated the video game 

scene in 2013. At press time, we were still wait-

ing to get our hands on the much-hyped new 

consoles, Xbox One and PlayStation 4. 

But there are plenty of other reasons it’s good 

to be a gamer right now. 

For the Win: 
Gaming 2013
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hottech

Bioshock infinite

Most sequels never surpass the original. Then there’s Bioshock Infinite. Vibrant 
scenery, swashbuckling combat and a mind-bending, quantumlicious story all 
improve on 2007’s Bioshock, itself a masterpiece. Protagonist Booker DeWitt 
roams a floating city with supernatural abilities and improvised weapons, 
looking for the girl who can solve all his problems. Oh, and it all happens in 
1912. Deciphering the byzantine plot only adds to the experience. 
bioshockinfinite.com

PaPers, Please

Playing Soviet-style border patrol 
agent and checking documents 
turns out to be fun — even addic-
tive. But when the tasks get more 
complicated and the consequences 
more depressing (detain an honest 
citizen, or let your family starve?), 
your decisions may reveal more than 
you want to know. It’s a rare game 
that makes bureaucratic paperwork 
both exciting and a portal into your 
psyche. papersplea.se 
— Bill andrews

the last of Us

Believe (most of) the hype: TLOU is 
incredible. This infectious third-
person adventure is notable for 
its rich character development. 
Pair that with hyper-real graphics 
and a grounding in science (the 
game’s apocalyptic fungal plague is 
Cordyceps, a real-world pathogen), 
and you’ve got an experience as 
terrifying as it is terrific. 
thelastofus.com

ocUlUs rift

Resembling night vision goggles, the OR 
allows gamers to immerse themselves in virtual 
environments. It can be used with a variety of games, 
mostly first-person shooters (naturally). With a slew 
of endorsements from prominent game developers, 
expect the number of compatible titles to grow. The 
OR may be as close as we’ll get to Star Trek’s Holodeck 
— for now, at least. oculusvr.com 

ScIeNce Hot

XBoX kinect

With its Kinect add-on for the Xbox 360, Microsoft 
one-upped Sony’s and Nintendo’s motion-sensitive, 
wireless handheld controllers by allowing players to 
control games with just their bodies. The Xbox One 
comes with an updated Kinect, which boasts a more 
sensitive camera: The device can track up to six people, 
see in the dark and even detect a player’s heart rate 
— a little creepy, sure, but also technically impressive. 
www.xbox.com/kinect/ 
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ReindeeR

Fuel source: Vegetation
Cost: 0.006 cents per mile
Analysis: Santa was initially 
interested in converting 
reindeer-generated methane 
into fuel to heat the toy 
factory, but the standard 
industry method, the Fischer-
Tropsch process, is still fairly 
inefficient and currently not 
cost-effective.

electRic

Fuel source: Liquid-cooled 
lithium-ion batteries 
comparable to those powering 
some American-brand cars 
already on the road
Cost: 4 cents per mile
Analysis: Estimating the 
expense of charging the 
batteries at $0.125 per 
kilowatt-hour, Santa’s working 
group on the issue calculated 
efficiency at 0.32 kwh per 
mile, roughly equivalent to 
getting 105 miles per gallon 
of gasoline. The paucity of 
charging stations, however, 
renders this plan unviable 
— at least for now.

HOTENERGY

Belly Full of Jelly 
and a Sleigh Full of 
… Solar Panels?
For most of his fabled 

career, Santa Claus has had 

to rely on reindeer for transport 

of his global export enterprise. 

Now, however, modern 

technology is giving the big 

guy in the red suit options 

other than ruminants. 

An elf wishing to remain 

anonymous gave our reporter 

access to specs on various 

alternatives Old Saint Nick is 

considering to cover his 

4.6-million-mile route to all 

“nice”-listed boys and girls.

SolaR

Fuel source: Panels 
retrofitted to sleigh
Cost: A baseline model 
would run $100,000 based on 
a concept car in development 
at the University of Michigan, 
but the final price tag could 
top half a mil, depending 
upon how much Santa wants 
to trick out his ride.
Analysis: Not viable. Santa 
flies at night. 

inteRnal combuStion

Fuel source: Gasoline
Cost: 7.5 cents per mile
Analysis: Estimated 
requirements are 92,000 
gallons at $3.75 per gallon, 
getting 50 miles to the 
gallon for a fully laden, er, 
magical sleigh. Volatility of 
world crude-oil supply is a 
consideration.

nucleaR

Fuel source: Fission
Cost: Lifetime fuel cost for 
a uranium-powered sleigh 
would be negligible — less 
than a gallon of gasoline — 
but the reactor’s upfront cost 
would be in the millions.
Analysis: Smaller reactors 
using thorium to produce 
uranium-233 are in 
development, but the 
technology isn’t quite there. 
Plus, the weight of necessary 
shielding for a sleigh-size unit 
makes this option impractical. 
For now, Rudolph’s nose will 
be the only thing glowing.

balloon

Fuel source: Propane to heat 
balloon air, wind for propulsion
Cost: About $50,000 for a 
spiffy gondola balloon — 
possibly less if non-unionized 
elf labor is used — plus 
propane cost of about $2,000 
based on a per-gallon expense 
of about 3 bucks
Analysis: Variable wind speed 
and weather patterns would 
reduce on-time deliveries. 

Addendum: Kris Kringle 
Inc. briefly considered a 
coal-powered sleigh, but 
management realized it would 
deplete stores needed to fill 
the stockings of those who 
didn’t make the “nice” list.
Bottom line: Dasher and 
Blitzen needn’t worry about 
job security. Magic reindeer 
are amazingly cost-effective.
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Big Fish in a 
Bigger Pond
The Living PLaneT 
aquarium

Draper, Utah

Half a million gallons of 

water may be a drop in 

the bucket of an ocean 

environment, but it’s a 

tripling in size for the Salt 

Lake City-area aquarium, 

which moves to a new and 

greatly expanded home in a 

southern suburb. The shark 

tank alone will be 20 times 

the size of the exhibit at 

the previous location, and 

features a walk-through 

tunnel, the better to ogle the 

2,000 animals that will call 

it home. Other attractions 

include a trio of touch 

pools, a roomy habitat for 

penguins and special galleries 

for rainforest and deep-sea 

creatures. Tentatively slated 

to open in December, the 

Draper location’s doors will 

stay shut until the animals 

have acclimated to their new 

home, so check the website 

before planning your visit. 

thelivingplanet.com 
— GT

SCIENCE Hot

HoTBookS

Fizz

By Tristan Donovan

Whether you call it soda or pop, the bubbly beverage has 
become ubiquitous during the past century. Mobsters used it to 
cover up the mouth-burn of bootleg liquor during Prohibition, 
while industry giants promoted it as more than just something 
to sip, such as Coca-Cola being marketed as a symbol of 
America in the WWII era. Donovan charts a refreshing albeit 
number-heavy history of fizzy drinks, from the first “fixed air” 
waters to ever-sweeter iterations that have changed how the 
world quenches its thirst.  — Breanna Draxler

NeutriNo HuNters

By Ray Jayawardhana

“I have done a terrible thing,” wrote physicist Wolfgang Pauli 
in 1930 while investigating a type of radioactive decay. “I have 
postulated a particle that cannot be detected.” Pauli’s particle 
— eventually known as a neutrino — was not undetectable 
after all. But massive instruments were needed to find and 
study the subatomic ghost. Among them: a 380,000-liter tank 
full of dry-cleaning fluid in a South Dakota gold mine and 
a cubic kilometer of ice packed with light-sensitive orbs at 
the South Pole. Jayawardhana’s storytelling skill shines as he 
follows scientists handing off work from one generation to 
the next, culminating in a better understanding of the tiny 
particle with a surprisingly big role in the universe.  
— ernie MasTroianni

tHe iNFested MiNd 

By Jeffrey Lockwood

What better writer to wax poetic about insects than 
Lockwood, who teaches ecology, philosophy and creative 
writing at the University of Wyoming. Lockwood uses the full 
range of his diverse skill set as he dissects what bugs us about 
bugs, even as they captivate us (well, some of us). Whether 
describing a “riot” of grasshoppers as “a bristling carpet of 
wings and legs,” explaining why insects often show up in 
hallucinations or tracking creepy-crawly cultural attitudes, 
Lockwood weaves science, history and the sheer joy of sharing 
knowledge into a book that’s hard to put down. Unless it’s 
with force. On a spider.  — GeMMa Tarlach 

Max Goes to tHe space statioN

By Jeffrey Bennett   

Illustrated by Michael Carroll

Not every dog gets to go into space, but Max 
does! The jumpy and lovable Rottweiler is the 
hero of a long-running science adventure series; 
in this new prequel, Max saves the day when 
there’s a gas leak in the International Space 
Station. Author Bennett included facts from real 
astronauts who have been in space, which I really 
liked, along with Carroll’s watercolor illustrations. 
Overall I liked this book a lot. It was fun and 
exciting to read.  — GuesT reviewer enzo DeMay, aGe 10
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Help Make This Holiday 
Season a Season of Smiles

According to the U.S. Government, women should take sufficient levels of folic acid (400 micrograms/day) during pregnancy to help prevent neural tube defects and reduce
the risk for cleft lip and palate. When folic acid is taken one month before conception and throughout the first trimester, it has been proven to reduce the risk for neural tube
defects by 50 to 70 percent. Be sure to receive proper prenatal care, quit smoking and drinking alcohol and follow your health care providerÕs guidelines for foods to avoid
during pregnancy. Foods to avoid may include raw or undercooked seafood, beef, pork or poultry; delicatessen meats; fish that contain high levels of mercury; smoked seafood;
fish exposed to industrial pollutants; raw shellfish or eggs; soft cheeses; unpasteurized milk; p‰tŽ; caffeine; and unwashed vegetables. For more information, visit
www.SmileTrain.org. Smile Train is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit recognized by the IRS, and all donations to Smile Train are tax-deductible in accordance with IRS regulations. © 2013 Smile Train.

*Msg&Data Rates May Apply. Reply STOP to opt-out. Reply HELP or 

contact 1.800.932.9541 for help. Weʼll txt you up to 3x/mo.

Free cleft surgery which
takes as little as 45 minutes
and costs as little as $250,
can give desperate children
not just a new smile — but 
a new life.

“...one of the most 
productive charities — 

dollar for deed — in the world.”

—The New York Times

Donate online: www.smiletrain.org or call: 1-800-932-9541

Mr./Mrs./Ms. Zip

Address City State

Telephone eMail

Credit Card # Expires

Visa MasterCard AMEX Discover Signature

My check is enclosed.

Smile Train, P.O. Box 96211, Washington, DC 20090-6211

$250 Surgery. $125 Half surgery. $50 Medications. $

Your support can provide free treatment

for poor children with clefts.

Z13121086ZFAF78

Join our mobile community today! Receive mobile

updates about our programs, success stories and

ways to help by texting MOBILE to 877877*.
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SCIENCE Hot

Hot mov IE

OK, let’s get something straight: We’re not saying 

dragons ever existed anywhere outside our imaginations. 

But the idea of dragons has captivated humans for 

centuries. In theaters Dec. 13, J.R.R. Tolkien’s archetypal 

fire-breathing villain Smaug dominates in The Hobbit: 

The Desolation of Smaug, the second installment of Peter 

Jackson’s trilogy based on the novel. That got us thinking: 

Could science explain any of Smaug’s fantastical features? 

We went to the man who’d know, paleontologist and 

Tolkien aficionado Henry Gee, who devoted an entire 

chapter to dragons in his book The Science of Middle-Earth.

FIRE-BREATHING: The 
most dramatic aspect of 
dragons is arguably the 
most scientifically plausible. 
The bombardier beetle 
(Stenaptinus insignis), for 
example, produces the 
toxin benzoquinone and 
byproduct heat in a kind 
of internal combustion 
chamber, and then squirts it 
at any perceived threat. If the 
bombardier could evolve so 
complex a defense, it’s not 
much of a stretch to imagine 
a dragon with venom glands 
filled with a gas that could 
ignite when released with just 
a bit of friction.

Diethyl ether, an organic 

➔
Check out our online gallery with more dragonology 

at DiscoverMagazine.com/dragons

solvent, is Gee’s top candidate.
“It’s really easy to make by 

‘drying’ ethanol with sulfuric 
acid,” notes Gee, cautioning 
that making it is best left to 
dragons and scientists — don’t 
try this at home. “It’s so hard 
to handle without it catching 
fire spontaneously. A tiny 
spill and rivers of fire would 
stream across my lab bench at 
tremendous speed.”

Gee envisions how a dragon 
might biologically synthesize 
diethyl ether.

“Yeasts and other 
organisms produce ethanol as 
a waste product, and there are 
bacteria that excrete sulfuric 
acid (they’re responsible 
for corroding concrete). I 
could imagine a microbial 
community in which diethyl 
ether is made as a waste 
product and exploited by 
dragons to breathe fire.”

Because it produces 
copious amounts of vapor, a 
little diethyl ether yields an 
impressive amount of flame. 
As it does not mix with water, 
ether’s fires are not quick to 
extinguish and could easily 
cause the kind of destruction 
for which Smaug is legendary.

WINGS: The least plausible 
aspect of Smaug is his capacity 
for flight. The dragon’s 
sheer size dwarfs the biggest 
pterosaurs, the largest 

flying animals ever known. 
And pterosaurs, which were 
gliders, had high aspect-ratio 
wings — long and narrow 
— which greatly reduced 
maneuverability.

“I’d say that Smaug would 
have had very large wings, 
both in span and depth, 
making a low aspect ratio, but 
one that generated a lot of 
lift,” suggests Gee. Smaug’s 
flight, he notes, is more like 
that of a raptor, with stoops, 
or dives, and great precision.

A model for Smaug might 
be a supersized version of 
the extinct Haast’s Eagle of 
New Zealand, which had 
short, broad wings in relation 
to its body size for better 
maneuverability in its forest 
environment, and a notably 
longer tail to compensate for 
lift lost with its shorter wings.

SIZE: Smaug’s hall-filling size is 
comparable to that of a large 
dinosaur, and it’s likely the 
dragon would have evolved 
with similar mechanisms to 
lighten his mass, particularly 
given that he sometimes took 
to the skies. “Birds save weight 
by being basically hollow — 
they’re full of air spaces which 

connect to the lungs, some of 
which extend even into the 
bones,” notes Gee. “Dinosaurs 
were constructed in the same 
way, which could explain why 
Diplodocus could have grown 
so huge without overheating. 
Hot internal organs such 
as the liver were pressed 
against airspaces with a direct 
connection to the outside, so 
they were air-cooled.

“There is new research 
coming to light that this 
kind of construction — lungs 
connected to a system of air 
sacs that extend throughout 
the animal — is found very 
widely in reptiles, such as 
crocodiles,” Gee adds.

Air sacs also could, 
theoretically, function in flight 
similarly to the way swim 
bladders let fish control their 
buoyancy in water. The sacs 
might evolve to be separate 
from the lungs and filled with 
a gas less dense than air, such 
as methane — a byproduct of, 
ahem, flatulence, to which a 
dragon might be prone.

“Dragons might ‘float’ like 
balloons,” theorizes Gee, “free 
from the constraints on shape 
imposed by aerodynamics.”

SCALES: Vertebrate scales, 
like hair and nails, are made 
of lightweight keratin. Their 
shape could evolve to improve 
the dragon’s aerodynamics, 
much the way sharks’ dermal 
denticles — tiny V-shaped 
scales — reduce drag and 
allow the fish to swim faster.

vOICE: Many mythical 
dragons speak as if human, 
but we couldn’t find a shred 
of scientific basis for why, in 
The Desolation of Smaug, the 
giant reptile has the silken, 
sexy baritone of actor Benedict 
Cumberbatch. That? That’s just 
magic.  — Gemma Tarlach

How to Explain Your Dragon
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1. Marble Virgin Mary. (1800’s AD) 12” x 3” $450  
2. Amber glass fl ask with Egyptian Goddess Hathor. 
(100 BC) 4” x 1 ½” $350 
3. Carnelian scarab amulet. (2040-1786 BC) ½” $100 
4. Bronze bust of a Roman noblewoman. (100-200 AD) 
1 ¾” $120 
5. Bronze Roman theatre mask pendant. (100-300 AD) 
1 ¾” x 1 ¾” $300 
6. Basalt Buddha head. (200-400 AD) 3 ½” x 2 ½” $200 
7.Hebrew terracotta oil lamp with the Menorah. (100 
BC-100 AD) 4 ½” $800   
8. Terracotta oil lamp with the cross. (300-400 AD) 4” $300  
9. Bronze ankh. (600 BC) 1 ½” $120
10. Mummy beads collar necklace with earrings.  
(600-300 BC) 29” $120
11. Clad silver necklace with lapis lazuli and red accent 
beads (3000 BC-1900 AD) 22” $120
12. Macedonian silver Alexander the Great drachm 
coin. (315 BC-294 BC) ¾” $150 
13. Bronze Romulus and Remus pendant. (100-300 
AD) 2” x 1 ¾” $400  
14. Roman terracotta oil lamp of Thetis riding a dolphin. 
(100 BC-100 AD) 3 ¾” $200
15. Roman bronze owl pendant. (100-300 AD) 
1 ½” x 1 ¾” $300 
16. Blue glazed faience Ushabti. (663-525 BC) 4” 
$400
17. Carved green soapstone scarab. (663-525 
BC) 2” $140  
18. Roman bronze fi sh pendant. (100-300 
AD) 2” $300
19. Syrian hollow terracotta female fi gure. 
(100-200 AD) 8 ½” x 3” $500  
20. Soapstone Goddess Bast. (715-
332 BC) 3 ½” $350  
21. Silver cross pendant with lapis 
lazuli and glass stones. (1800’s AD) 
3”   $100  

22. Bronze cross pendant with the Madonna and 
Child.  (600-900 AD) 2” $400 

23. Egyptian green soapstone cat amulet (305-30 BC) 
1 ½” $180

24. First Crusaders’ bronze cross (1096-1099 AD) 2” $100
25. Japanese sword. (1900’s AD) 32” $500  
26. Greek bronze sword. (400 BC) 26” $1600  
27. Terracotta oil lamp with geometric designs. 
(100 AD) 4 ½” x 3” $90   
28. Egyptian short bronze knife. 
(663-525 BC) 8 ½” $400
29. Mesopotamian bronze lion headed deity. 
(1200 BC ) 1 ¾” $250
30. Amber with a prehistoric butterfl y.  
(12 Million Years Old) 2” $300
31. Stegosaur dinosaur egg. 
(65 Million Years Old ) 
2 ½” $400

32. Near Eastern clad silver bracelet with 
lapis lazuli inlays (3000 BC-1900’s AD) 
Adjustable $100

33. Marble Kuan Yin bust (200-400 AD) 
12” x 9”  $1500

34. Byzantine bronze cross (600-900 AD) 
3 ¼” $300
35.Colonial silver shipwreck coin from 
Nuestra Senora de Atocha. (1622 AD) 
1 ¼” $400  
36. Macedonian silver Alexander the Great
 tetradrachm coin pendant (315-294 BC) 
1” $700

● Authentic Ancient Artifacts and Coins at Wholesale Prices ●

SADIGH GALLERY ANCIENT ART, INC

Sadigh Gallery Ancient Art., Inc                   303 Fifth Ave., Suite 1603 New York, NY 10016  • Toll Free (800) 426-2007 • Tel (212) 725-7537 •  Fax (212) 545-7612 •  www.sadighgallery.com

 TO PLACE AN ORDER OR TO RECEIVE  A FREE COLOR CATALOG CALL (800) 426-2007

*Prices are per unit. $10 shipping 
& handling. Major credit cards 
accepted. Same day shipping. Rush 
shipping is available. No two items 
are the same. All items sold are 
authentic and come with a Certifi -

cate of Authenticity. 
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Brutinos, the smallest particles in the world, make up a gas 

that pervades the universe. Condensation of the brutino gas 

produces neutrinos which also pervade the universe. A proton is 

made of one neutrino. When a proton is made, an electron is also 

made, resulting in a hydrogen atom. Hydrogen atoms are 

continually made throughout the universe and continuously 

accumulate because of their gravitational fields, making hydrogen 

stars. Large hydrogen stars have large gravitational fields and 

develop pressures large enough to transmute a hydrogen atom into 

a neutron. Protons and neutrons are nucleons. The neutrinos 

making the protons in a pair of nucleons attract each other and 

make larger atoms. Hydrogen stars grow and start producing more 

large atoms. As stars continue to grow, the electronic structure 

collapses and the star becomes a neutron star. A neutron star 

continues to grow and gravity becomes so large that the nuclear 

structure collapses. The giant neutron star explodes and produces 

the items which exist throughout the universe today.

Physics for the Millions

Basic Research Press
120 East Main Street
Starkville, MS 39759

662-323-2844
www.basicresearchpress.com

Hard Back: $29.95
ISBN-978-0-9883180-1-4

Physics You 

Can Understand

  



Calendar compiled by Elisa Neckar. Submit your events to 
thismonth@DiscoverMagazine.com

SCIENCE Hot

Outstanding Science 

Books for Kids 
Take science beyond the lab with 

these great reads that integrate 

history, math, visual art, poetry 

and plenty of hands-on activity 

ideas. Selected by the National 

Science Teachers Association. 

nsta.org/publications/ostb/
ostb2013.aspx

You’ve Got a Certain 

Glow About You
Dec. 21, 1898: The Curies 

discover radium. At the time 

of the Curies’ achievement, 

the health risks of radiation 

exposure weren’t known. Marie 

even kept radium salts on her 

bedside table — not a good 

choice of night lights. 

tinyurl.com/CuriesRadium

December
2013

Red Ribbon Day
“Act Aware” by educating yourself 

about HIV, one of the worst pandemics 

in history. worldaidsday.org

12/20

12/6

12/27– 12/30

Edison Awards Deadline
Innovation and impact are the name of the game as 

entrepreneurs, engineers and marketing visionaries compete. 

edisonawards.com

12/6

Walking With  

Dinosaurs 3-D 

Opens
Computer-animated 

pachyrhinosauruses grow 

up, make friends and 

migrate against a  

live-action backdrop  

filmed partly in Alaska. 

Produced by BBC Earth.

walkingwithdinosaurs.
com

Museum All-Star Week
Philadelphia’s Academy of 

Natural Sciences celebrates its 

most popular attractions. Don’t 

miss Weird-Thing-in-a-Jar Day. 

ansp.org

12/1

Her Release
Spike Jonze directs this love story between 

Joaquin Phoenix and ... his computer  

operating system. No, Siri-ously. 

herthemovie.com

H o t C a l E N da r

Flash of Brilliance
After trekking through the Northern 

Hemisphere’s skies since May, Venus 

shines its highest and brightest 

tonight before disappearing into 

the sun’s glare in January.

astronomy.com/Venus2013

12/18

America the Beautiful
Think you’re the next Ansel Adams? 

Snap a photo on federal recreation 

land and submit it to the “Share the 

Experience” contest before today’s 

deadline.

sharetheexperience.org

12/31

Futuristic Flicks
Brooklyn hosts the Philip K. Dick Film Festival, featuring winning 

science fiction that humans and replicants alike will enjoy. 

thephilipkdickfilmfestival.com

12/5– 12/8
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BOOKs

A SAGA OF FORGOTTEN HISTORY! 

“Te Last Kings of Norse America” 

Robert G Johnson & Janey Westin 

Young King Haakon’s North American 

adventure, 130 years before Columbus. 

www.thelastkingsofnorseamerica.com 

order: www.beaverspondbooks.com

Travel

AMAZON RAINFOREST

Award-winning lodge in Tamshiyacu-Tahuayo 

Reserve, shown to have the world’s greatest 

diversity of primates. Customized itineraries, 

daily departures.   1-800-262-9669. 

Visit: www.perujungle.com

class if ieds

DO YOU HAVE A PRODUCT,  
OR SERVICE YOU WANT  
TO PROMOTE TO OVER 

6 MILLION READERS?  

ADVERTISE HERE 

ContaCt Chariya Milindawad  
for inforMation, rates, and  

the next available issue

312-348-1201 
CMilindawad@disCoverMagazine.CoM

Ignite Curiosity

exolabs.com

Apple, the Apple logo, and iPad are trademarks of Apple, Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.

The Exo Labs logo, Ignite Curiosity, and Focus Microscope Camera are registered trademarks of Exo Labs, Inc.

The Focus Microscope Camera™ seamlessly connects
your microscope to your iPad®. Our free app then opens 
up the unseen world for exploration like never before.  

Take pictures and video. Make annotations. Take 
measurements with your fingertips. Share images via 
email, or send to a flatscreen.  

Connect. Explore. Share.

Marvel at Life-Changing Inventions
Learn the remarkable stories surrounding 

monumental inventions—and how important 
these inventions were to history—in 
Understanding the Inventions That Changed 
the World. Taught by Professor W. Bernard 
Carlson of the University of Virginia, these 36 

enlightening lectures give you a broad survey of 
material history, from the ancient pottery wheel 
to the Internet and social media. This course takes 
you around the world and across the ages to show 
you some of the most innovative moments in 
civilization.

1-800-832-2412

priority code 77462

plus $15 Shipping, Processing, 
and Lifetime Satisfaction Guaranteewww.thegreatcourses.com/7win

Offer expires 01/10/14

Save

$275

Understanding the Inventions 
That Changed the World
Course No. 1110
36 lectures/30 minutes per lecture

                                                             NOW JUST

DVD             $374.95   $99.95
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1. You’re pretty much a Neanderthal. While it’s 

been more than 5 million years since we parted ways 

with chimps, it has been only 400,000 since human 

and Neanderthal lineages split. 2. If you’re Asian 

or Caucasian, your ancestors interbred with Nean-

derthals as recently as 37,000 years ago, when they 

crossed paths in Europe. 3. And that sex had bene-

fts. Inherited Neanderthal genes come in alleles that 

help fght off nasty viruses such as Epstein-Barr — 

associated with several kinds of cancer, says Stan-

ford University immunologist Laurent Abi-Rached. 

4. If you want to know how much Neanderthal 

DNA you carry, just swab your cheek and send it 

to the National Geographic Society’s Genographic 

Project. Or you could have your entire genome 

sequenced as Ozzy Osbourne did in 2010. Research-

ers found a telltale Neanderthal segment on his 

chromosome 10. 5. Now that the whole Neander-

thal genome has been sequenced, 

Harvard geneticist George Church 

thinks a clone could be gestated in 

a human surrogate mother. It could 

even be benefcial, he believes, be-

cause the Neanderthal mind might 

be able to solve problems we can’t. 

6. Practically nobody believed you 

could read a Neanderthal’s genes 

until 2010, when the paleogeneticist 

Svante Pääbo successfully sequenced 

DNA from three Neanderthal 

skeletons found in Croatia. 7. The 

frst evidence of Neanderthals was 

discovered in 1856. Miners in Ger-

many’s Neander Valley found fossils 

thought to belong to a cave bear. A 

local natural historian begged to dif-

fer. He reckoned the strange bones 

were the remains of a lost Cossack 

suffering from rickets. 8. Charles 

Darwin published On the Origin of 

Species three years later. In the context of Darwin’s 

theories of evolution, the bones were re-examined 

by anatomist William King, who promptly named 

them Homo neanderthalensis, a name that provoca-

tively (and incorrectly) suggested they were the miss-

ing link between apes and humans. 9. As late as the 

Neanderthals
mid-1970s, creationists 

were still claiming 

Neanderthal fossils were 

the remains of modern 

humans with acromegaly 

or arthritis. 10. Paleontologist Marcellin Boule 

would have been well advised to study pathology. 

Between 1909 and 1911, he reconstructed the frst 

skeleton of a Neanderthal — who happened to be 

arthritic. Thus was born the degenerate, slouching 

image of Neanderthals. 11. They were the ultimate 

craftsmen, able to pick up impressive skills through 

practice, but none too creative, say anthropolo-

gist Thomas Wynn and psychologist Frederick L. 

Coolidge of the University of Colorado at Colo-

rado Springs. 12. Credit Neanderthals with a 

couple of great ideas: They made spears by hafting 

stone points to wooden shafts, and bonding them 

with glue. 13. They threw those spears at bison 

and woolly rhinoceros, resulting in hunting injuries 

that would end the career of a linebacker. 14. Not 

that a maimed Neanderthal could afford to retire. 

Instead they nursed each other back to health, 

enlisting their greatest concept of all: empathy.  

15. They also had medicine. Traces of chamomile 

and yarrow, two anti-infammatories, have been de-

tected in the plaque on Neanderthal teeth. 16. Or 

are these pungent traces of haute cuisine? Neander-

thals balanced their carnivorous diets with veg-

etables roasted over smoky fres. 17. And they had 

a sense of style. Archaeologists have recovered a yel-

low pigment in southern Spain that may have been 

used as foundation for their skin. 18. Evidently 

Spain was the place to be if you were a Neanderthal 

with cultural pretensions. Last summer, paintings 

in El Castillo Cave on the Pas River were found to 

be at least 40,800 years old. 19. They were better 

painters than talkers. The anatomy of their vocal 

tracts would have prevented them from sounding 

some vowels. 20. In any case, we lost our chance at 

conversation, since they died out some 25,000 years 

ago. Their last refuge was Gibraltar, now a haven 

for tax evaders.  D
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20 Things      You Didn’t Know About …

Jonathon Keats is the author of Virtual Words: Language on 
the Edge of Science and Technology.

Where did the   
Neanderthals'   

degenerate, 
slouching image 
come from? The 

first Neanderthal 
skeleton happened 

to be arthritic.   
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DIGITAL 
FORMAT

Get full digital access anytime, anywhere and enjoy:
LIVE LINKS: Link to 

website content, blogs, 

advertisers’ websites, 

audio, and videos instantly.

SEARCHABILITY: 

Quickly search 

content by keyword, 

topic, and more.

ZOOM: Zoom in and 

magnify to see all the 

details of Discover’s 

stunning imagery

CONVENIENCE: 
Save on storage space 

and view your issues 

wherever you are

Subscribe today at www.DiscoverMagazine.com/digital

Discover’s thought-provoking and cutting-edge content is now
available in convenient digital format on your PC, Mac®, laptop, 

iPad®, iPhone®, iPod touch®, and select Android™ tablets.

Join Discover on an exciting quest to unravel life’s mysteries, 
understand the world around us, and decipher the future.
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It was like a sitcom. I’d turn up the 

TV volume to hear the dialog. And 

he’d turn it down because the music 

and sound effects were too loud. 

Over and over. What’s funny is how 

quickly that problem disappears 

when you have

TV sound.
clearly better

*Can be used as a stand for most TVs up to 37" and many up to 42." The TV base must be no wider than 20" and no deeper than 10¼." Can also be set near the TV.
**Bose payment plan available on orders of $299-$1500 paid by major credit card. Separate financing offers may be available for select products. See website for 
details. Down payment is 1/12 the product price plus applicable tax and shipping charges, charged when your order is shipped. Then, your credit card will be billed for 
11 equal monthly installments beginning approximately one month from the date your order is shipped, with 0% APR and no interest charges from Bose. Credit card 
rules and interest may apply. U.S. residents only. Limit one active financing program per customer. ©2013 Bose Corporation. Financing and audition offers not to be 
combined with other offers or applied to previous purchases, and subject to change without notice. Risk-free refers to 90-day trial only and requires product purchase. 
Delivery is subject to product availability.

Special 90-day, 
risk-free audition.

Order now directly from Bose. 

1.800.416.1856, ext. CJ505 | Bose.com/Solo 

Flat-screen TVs are made for great picture, not great sound. The Bose Solo TV sound system 

is an easy way to solve the problem. Thanks to proprietary digital signal processing, you’ll hear more of the 

dialog, music and sound effects you’ve been missing — without needing to constantly adjust the volume 

on your remote. Yet this system is small enough to fit neatly underneath your TV* and connects with a 

single cable. The price is $399.95, or you can make 12 easy payments of $33.33 with no interest charges 

from Bose.** Call now to experience the Solo TV sound system risk-free for 90 days with free shipping and, if 

you’re not fully satisfied, free return shipping. We’re that sure you’ll agree that better sound simply makes 

for better TV.

Bose®

 Solo
TV sound system

  


